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List of abbreviations 
 
∅ not present  IMPF imperfect aspect 
! downstep  INF infinitive 
1 1st person  INSTR instrumental 
2 2nd person  INTRANS intransitive 
3 3rd person  L low tone 
1S2O 1st person singular subject +  MASC masculine gender 
 2nd person singular object  MID middle voice 
2S1O 2nd person singular subject +  NAR narrative 
 1st person singular object  nas nasal feature 
3S1O 3rd person subject +  NEG negative 
 1st person singular object  NOM nominative case 
3S2O 3rd person subject +  OBJ object 
 2nd person object  OCP obligatory contour principle 
II 2nd class verb marker  PASS passive 
ACC accusative case  PERF perfective aspect1 
ATR advanced tongue root  PREP preposition 
C consonant  PROG progressive aspect 
CAUS causative  PL plural 
COMP complementiser  REL relative 
cont continuant feature  S subject 
cor coronal feature  SG singular 
DAT dative  STAT stative 
DISC discourse marker  SUBJN subjunctive 
DYN dynamic  TBU tone bearing unit 
F falling tone  UR underlying representation 
FEM feminine gender  V vowel 
GEN genitive particle  VSO verb – subject – object 
H high tone  VOS verb – object - subject 
IMP imperative  VOC vocative 
 

                                            
1 The morphemes labelled as perfective in this paper carry a wide range of meaning, from perfective to perfect aspect. 
For easy readability, and to align with the literature on Maasai, I consitently use the term perfective, even if the term 
non-imperfect perhaps would be the most accurate. 
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Map of the language area 
 

 
Figure 1 Samburu language area 
 
The map in Figure 1 shows the former Samburu District with divisions and its geographical 
position in Kenya. 2 Since 2010 there is no Samburu District, but now the Samburu County. 
The borders are, however, the same. The vast majority of Samburu speakers live in the 
Samburu County. 

                                            
2 The map is taken from Nanyingi et.al. 2008. 
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1 Introduction 
Samburu is, together with Maasai, one of the Maa languages.3 Lewis 2013 presents Ilchamus 
as a dialect of Samburu, while Maasai is reported to have 14 different dialects. 4 Wagner 
1997 describes Samburu and Ilchamus as North Maa, while he describes Maasai with its 
dialects as South Maa.5 In this paper I refer to Samburu as a language. This reflects many 
(though not all) Samburu speakers’ strong sense of uniqueness of the Maa variety that they 
speak. 

The Samburu language is a Nilotic language. The genetic lineage can be described as 
Nilo-Saharan, Eastern Sudanic, Nilotic, Eastern, Lotuxo-Teso, Lotuxo-Maa, Ongamo-Maa, 
Maa, North Maa, Samburu. Lexical similarity with various Maasai (i.e. South Maa) dialects has 
been reported as 77-89%, and lexical similarity with Ilchamus has been reported as 88-
94%.6 Pronunciation and usage of words might differ slightly between different regions of 
the Samburu speaking area, though the differences are not perceived as big or 
unconquerable, which leads us to conclude that there are no major dialect differences within 
the Samburu language. 

The number of Samburu speakers is, according to the 2009 census, 237 000. 7 Most of 
them live within the Samburu County in Kenya or in the surrounding areas, though many, 
especially men, have migrated to Nairobi. That language vitality is strong is supported by 
several indications: Samburu speakers have a positive attitude towards their language and 
claim that to be a Samburu, you need to know the language. Further, children do not know 
other languages than Samburu before joining school. It is widely used in a variety of 
domains, with schools as an exception where it is used as a language of instruction only for 
the youngest children who do not know other languages. Samburu is virtually always used in 
situations where only Samburu speakers are present.8 

This paper presents the phonemes of the Samburu language including the tone system, 
the syllable patterns, phonological processes and morpheme alternations, and stress rules. 
It builds on a preliminary sketch written by Stephen Wagner in 1997, and is extended by the 
current author (Anna Dahlbacka) to meet the standards of the Kenyan Bible Translation & 
Literacy organisation to serve the process of developing an orthography which reflects the 
phonology of the language. Further information has been obtained from a later paper 
written by Wagner in 2001. The vast majority of the examples are obtained from Wagner’s 
wordlist, which was compiled around 1997, and they have all been checked for accuracy. 
Several Samburu persons have been helpful in this; these include John Lenareu, David 

                                            
3 Wagner 1997 uses the term ‘language’ for Maa and ‘dialect’ for Samburu, Ilchamus, and Maasai. Lewis 2013a and 
Lewis 2013b list Samburu and Maasai as languages, not dialects. See also Payne 2008. 
4 Lewis 2013b, Lewis 2013a. 
5 Wagner 1997:2. 
6 Lewis 2013b. 
7 Ambetsa Oparanya 2010. 
8 Bible Translation & Literacy (E.A.) 2003. 
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Lebarleyia, Timothy Lesimalele, Silas Lekairab, Tony Lesimalele, Wilson Lekeesio and 
Fransisca Palinta. Steve Nicolle gave helpful advice in the initial stages of writing this sketch 
and later on Tim Stirtz gave helpful advice and suggestions for improvement. The sketch, in 
the form it has now, has been checked by Doris Payne. Her insights into Maasai have been 
very valuable and her comments and advice have improved the paper tremendously. I am 
truly grateful for all the help I have received. I also owe thanks to Amos Teo, who has helped 
me with the phonetic analysis of the palatal explosive stop. 

The more one knows about a particular subject, the more one understands how little 
one knows. This is true also for the Samburu phonology. Many questions remain, but my 
hope is that they will become answered. 

Very little linguistic research has been done on the Samburu language, though the 
Maasai dialects have been given relatively more attention. Because of the similarities with 
Maasai, much of that research has been consulted and has proven useful also for Samburu. 

In the phonetic and phonological transcription, IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet) 
conventions are used. Following common norms, square brackets indicate phonetic 
representations, while slashes indicate phonological representations. Sometimes the syllable 
marker [  ̩] is used under vowels. This marker is used to show that a particular vowel cluster 
is bimoraic, as in [pʰɔɔ̩k̩ʰɪ]́, every, all (or trimoraic, as in [ɔá̩â̩s̩], [they] who do). When vowel 
clusters do not display the syllable marker, they are monomoraic units, as in [pʰɛńɛʊ] (i.e. 
[pʰɛńɛ͡ʊ], though this work does not normally write the “tie” to represent monomoraic 
clusters), a little. 

2 Description of phonemes 

2.1 Consonants 
Samburu has, like most other Maa varieties, 20 consonant phonemes, each of them being 
bilabial, dental/alveolar9, palatal, or velar. Except for the semivowels, which have a limited 
distribution, all consonants occur word initially, intervocalically, and word finally. Every 
consonant (apart from the semivowels) can be followed by all vowels and all tones.10 
Samburu also makes use of the glottal phonemes /h/ and /ʔ/ which should be seen as extra-
systemic and are found outside the distribution of ordinary phonemes. 

The consonants are as indicated in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 Consonants 
 labial alveolar palatal velar glottal 
explosives /p/ /t/ /c/ /k/ /ʔ/ 

                                            
9 The point of articulation seems to vary between speakers. For purposes of understanding the phonological system, I 
will consistently label these consonants as alveolar. 
10 There is a possible exception: the velar palatal /ɲ/ has not been found preceding a falling tone. However, it is 
possible that more investigation would show also such instances. 
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implosives /ɓ/ /ɗ/ /ʄ/ /ɠ/  
nasals /m/ /n/ /ɲ/ /ŋ/  
fricative  /s/   /h/ 
lateral  /l/    
flap  /ɾ/    
trill  /r/    
weak semivowels /w/  /j/   
strong semivowels /wː/  /jː/   

 
The consonants will first be described in groups based on manner of articulation. The 

description is followed by a section on evidence for contrast, and finally consonant clusters 
are discussed. 

2.1.1 Stops 
The explosive series of stops, the labial /p/, alveolar /t/, /c/ (whose point of articulation is 
discussed below), and velar /k/, contrast in place of articulation and are variably pronounced 
with or without aspiration. No minimal pairs have been found that would suggest aspiration 
to be meaning bearing.  Deaspiration is especially prevalent when these stops follow nasals, 
thus leading to their mis-transcription by some as voiced stops in that environment. 
Acoustic measurements made by Stephen Wagner have shown that the aspiration is 
strongest intervocalically, that it does not happen word finally and that [k] never is aspirated 
word initially. 11  However, my own recordings do not always confirm the acoustic 
measurements made by Wagner, which suggests that there is some variation, which can be 
explained by differences between speakers and between fast and slow speech.12 

The stop /c/ is not included in Table 2 and is discussed shortly below. 
 
Table 2 Plosives 
 /p/  /t/  /k/  
Word 
initially 

[pʰɛńɛʊ] a little [tʰené] here [kɛɲá] in the future 

[pʰɔɔ̩k̩ʰɪ]́ every, all [tʰɔɔ̩̩ḿ] fat in camel’s 
hump 

[koɾe] where? 

[pʰapʰâ] father [tʰápʰátʰɛ]̂ spear scabbard [kiní] small 
[pʰaá̩r̩ná] namesake [tʰáa̩t̩ʰá] now [káa̩ʃ̩ám] he loves me 

Inter-
vocalically 

[lápʰâ] moon [lá!tʰá] fat [lákʰɪɾ́á] star 
[ntapʰʊ́kʰáɪ]́ flower [ŋkʊ́tʰʊ́kʰ] mouth [laiɗélokʰi] elbow 
[apʰál] to cease [atʰál] to survey [akʰalɗaá̩]̩ to flick away 

                                            
11 Wagner 2001:39-41. 
12 As the same explosive in the same word sometimes is pronounced with aspiration and sometimes without, it could 
be argued that a simplified phonetic transcription where aspiration is ignored would be enough for the purposes of 
this paper. However, I have decided to transcribe it where I clearly heard it, to show the tendencies. 
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[apʰútʰ] to pluck [atʰútʰ] to miss the target [akʰú] to be ripe 
Word 
finally 

[lŋɛʄ́ɛṕʰ] tongue [ŋkíkʰénétʰ] door [alɛlɛḱʰ] to be easy 
[nɗâpʰ] palm [sʊ́pʰatʰ] good [mówːáɾákʰ] horns 
[anápʰ] to carry [amátʰ] to drink [aɓákʰ] to treat 
[aɗʊ́pʰ] to be able [aɪpʰʊ́tʰ] to fill [aɓúkʰ] to pour out 

 
The stop /c/ is actually not palatal phonetically, but as it patterns as a palatal, and hence 

I interpret it phonologically as a palatal. The realisation of /c/ is in some environments in 
free variation between a voiceless alveolopalatal fricative [ɕ] or a postalveoar grooved 
fricative [ʃ], and a postalveolar grooved affricate [tʃ]. Figure 2 shows the variation between 
the affricate and a fricative in waveform graph and spectrogram in the word /aa̩ ̩ć/, ‘to get 
stuck in the throat’. Note that ‘ch’ on the bottom of the graph refers to the affricate 
pronunciation, while ‘sh’ refers to the fricative pronunciation of the same word. 

 

Figure 2 Variation between affricate and fricative pronunciation of the same word  
 

It is often impossible to hear any difference between the alveolopalatal and the 
postalveolar fricative pronunciations if we are limited to the perception of our human ears, 
but spectrographic analysis has shown that the fricative is more palatalised preceding high 
vowels, while it is not palatalised so preceding non-high vowels. In the phonetic 
transcription I have transcribed the fricative as the alveolopalatal [ɕ] when preceding high 
vowels, and as a postalveolar [ʃ] when preceding non-high vowels. One should bear in 
mind, though, that there is no clear boundary between the two; rather there is continuum 
ranging from ‘not palatalised’ or ‘less palatalised’ to ‘more palatalised’.  

When the phoneme occurs word finally, it will be more palatalised, which suggests that 
the alveolopalatal fricative [ɕ] is the norm for the fricative variety, but that environment may 
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affect the place of articulation so that the less palatalised fricative (the postalveolar [ʃ]) will 
still occur before non-high vowels.13  

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show how the formants differ between [ɕ] and [ʃ]. For [ɕ], which is 
more palatal than [ʃ], the first two formants of the preceding vowel in /aa̩ ̩ć/ ‘to get stuck in 
the throat’ start moving apart at the end of the vowel, which is expected when there is a 
transition to a palatal consonant. The vowel preceding [ʃ] in /acál/ ‘to be weak’ on the other 
hand does not display such movements in the formants. 

 

 
Figure 3 The alveolopalatal fricative [ɕ] and preceding vowel formants  
 

 
Figure 4 The postalveolar fricative [ʃ] and preceding vowel formants  
 

                                            
13 Teo, Amos B., personal communication. The sound file graphs are courtesy of Teo and made using the software 
program Praat. See Boersma & Weenink 2014. 
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When following a consonant, /c/ is always pronounced as an affricate. In all other 
environments the alveolopalatal fricative [ɕ] or postalveolar fricative [ʃ] seem to be the 
natural choices, though it sometimes or by some speakers is pronounced as an affricate 
even intervocalically and word finally. My conclusion is that [tʃ] and [ɕ]/[ʃ] are allophones in 
restricted free fluctuation and are not perceived as separate sounds by native Samburu 
speakers. The fact that free fluctuation often is found within a community of speakers, more 
than in one individual’s pronunciation, supports this theory. However, further research is 
needed to determine whether the variation in environments other than after consonants is a 
completely free, arbitrary variation or if the plosive variety sometimes is used to, for 
example, denote stress. 

 
Table 3 Variation [ɕ]/[ʃ ] ~ [tʃ] 
Word initially [ʃo̩ó̩] ~ [tʃo̩ó̩] herding 

[ʃómo] ~ [tʃómo] Goǃ (SG) 
Following consonant [ltʃoní] hide 

[nɪntʃɛ]́ they 
[éntʃom] Goǃ (PL) 
[lmantʃéɾi] tick 

Intervocalically [ŋkíɕú] ~ [ŋkítʃú] cows 
[aʃê] ~ [atʃê] Thank youǃ 
[aɕʊ́tʰ] ~ [atʃʊ́tʰ] to castrate a bull 
[aʃál] ~ [atʃál] to be weak 

Word finally [sʊ́maɕ] ~ [sʊ́matʃ] hunger 
[aɪsʊ́ɕ] ~ [aɪsʊ́tʃ] to wash utensils 
[aá̩ɕ̩] ~ [aá̩t̩ʃ] to get stuck in the throat 
[apʰʊ́ɕ] ~ [apʰʊ́tʃ] to multiply exceedingly 

 
At a first glance it might be unclear to the reader whether the norm of the phoneme is 

best represented as /c/ or /ɕ/. However, there are two strong indications of /c/ being the 
norm: first, if /c/ is the norm of the phoneme, the phonology of the language will display 
symmetry, which it would not if /ɕ/ was the norm. Second, the occurrence of [ɕ] can be 
explained by fricativisation due to the adjacent vowels, while it would be difficult to explain 
the occurrence of [c] between vowels for some speakers. 

An interesting observation is that when Samburu people speak English they usually 
pronounce the English postalveolar affricate /tʃ/ as an alveolopalatal [ɕ] or postalveolar [ʃ] in 
all environments except for after consonants, i.e. according to the same pattern as the 
variation between [tʃ] and [ɕ]/[ʃ] in the Samburu language. 
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Table 4 Samburu pronunciation of English words 
 Common pronunciation by native speakers of English spelling 
 Samburu English 
Word initially [ʃʚɕ] [tʃʚːtʃ] church 
Following consonant [intʃ] [ɪntʃ] inch 
Intervocalically [iɕiŋ] [ɪtʃɪŋ] itching 
Word finally [saɕ] [satʃ] such 
 

The implosive series of stops, /ɓ/, /ɗ/, /ʄ/, and /ɠ/, are found at the same points of 
articulation as the explosives. Inward flow of air is very noticeable in careful speech, but 
often quite subtle in fluent speech. Wagner 1997 notes that word finally these stops 
sometimes are unreleased (especially the /ɓ/), yet distinct from the explosives in that 
environment. 

 
Table 5 Implosives 
 /ɓ/  /ɗ/  
Word initially [ɓátʰá] to the side [ɗápʰáɕ] wide 

[ɓo̩ó̩] in the kraal [ɗɔŕɔṕʰ] short 
[ɓíjótʰó] healthy [ɗɪḱʰɪŕ] benefit 

[ɓárláɪ]́ pastel [ɗéi̩ ̩]́ indeed 
Intervocalically [oɓô] one (MASC) [lɔɗɔ]́ blood 

[tʰenéɓo] together [lkɛɗ́ɪ] spider 
[aɓɛĺ] to beat with sth [aɗɛ]́ to shell 
[aɓól] to open [aɗɔĺ] to see 

Word finally [aŋɔɓ́] to leech [aikʰóɗ] to adorn 
[aɾʊ́ɓ]  to join [aú̩̩ɗ] to pierce 
[aɪlɪɓɪlɪɓ́] to be saturated [ai̩ ̩ɗ́] to jump over 
[aikúɓ] to hit, bump [aɪlʊ́ɗ] to sway 

 
 /ʄ/  /ɠ/  
Word initially [ʄa] just [ɠársîs] rich 
 [ʄulótʰi] pink [ɠuɾétʰ] fearful 
Intervocalically [aʄá] How many? [aɠám] to grip 

[lŋɛʄ́ɛṕʰ] tongue [amɛɾɛɠɛĺ] to turn around 
[naʄɛ]́ a certain one (FEM) [aɠɛĺ] to separate 
[aʄɔń] to be raw [aɠól] to be strong 

Word finally [aó̩̩ʄ] to scratch [aɪrɔɠ́] to cough heavy 
[asʊ́ʄ] to slander [aimúɠ] to doze off 
[ai̩ ̩ʄ́] to warm oneself at a fire [ai̩ ̩ɠ́] to brush one’s teeth 
[aɾʊ́ʄ] to pack down (e.g. 

flour) 
[rʊ́ɠ] camel’s hump 
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The only occurrence of a glottal stop in the data is found in the word for no. I thus 

consider it extra-systemic. 
 
Table 6 The glottal stop [ʔ] 
[áʔa] no 

 

2.1.2 Nasals 
Four nasal phonemes, /m/, /n/, /ɲ/, and /ŋ/, follow the pattern of points of articulation of the 
stops. /ŋ/ is often realised as fronted before front vowels, and thus has been mis-
transcribed by non-linguists as /ɲ/ in the past in some words.14 What might look like 
prenasalisation to stops should in most instances be interpreted as the feminine gender 
prefix attached to a noun.15 Sometimes the nasals are hard to hear word finally. This is true 
especially for /ɲ/ and /ŋ/. 
 
Table 7 Nasals 
 /m/  /n/  
Word initially [motʰí] clay pot [noɠútʰ] valley 

[mála] calabash [náŋká] cloth 
[mʊtʰâɪ]̂ calamity [nʊtʰâɪ]̂ pregnancy 
[mánaŋ] colostrum [namʊ́kʰɛ] shoe 

Intervocalically [ŋkɪḿá] fire [sɪná] trouble 
[ŋkumé] nose [kʊná] these (FEM) 
[amán] to surround [ananá] to be soft 
[amʊ́ɠ] to brew [anʊ́kʰ] to fill a hole with soil 

Word finally [aʃám] to like [lpajːán] man 
[atʰúm] to get [aú̩̩n] to plant 
[aɗám] to slap [amán] to surround 
[aitʰutʰúm] to join sb/sth to meet [aitʰún] to grab 

 
 /ɲ/  /ŋ/  
Word initially [ɲɔ]́ what? [ŋotʰó] mother 

                                            
14 Wagner 1997:3. One example is the name of the Samburu people’s sacred mountain. The correct phonological 
representation is Mount /ŋiɾó/, though on some maps it is written ‘Mount Nyiru’. 
15 When a demonstrative modifies a gender prefixed noun, the gender prefix is dropped. Thus, the word [ŋkɪḿá] ‘fire’ 
will drop the [ŋ] in a phrase like [ána kɪḿá] ‘this fire’. This shows that the [ŋk] does not phonologically behave like a 
single consonant. On the other hand it indicates that the [ŋ] in the example is a morpheme, and also that a root initial 
plosive does not always need to be preceded by a nasal (in fact, a root initial plosive can also be preceded by the 
masculine gender prefix [l], as this paper will show with numerous examples). This in turn supports the claim that 
Samburu does not display prenasalisation. 
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[ɲamáli] problem [ŋáɪ]́ who? 
[ɲúlûâ] small spear [ŋútʰúɲí] your mother 
[ɲámu] stolen animals [ŋamúnotʰo] encounter 

Intervocalically [ɪɲá] you (SG) eat [ŋkɪŋasɪá́] miracle 
[sʊ́ɲáɪ]́ sand [ltʊŋáni] person 
[aɲá] to eat [aŋá] to be open 
[aɲʊkʰɪɛ́]́ to be red [aŋúr] to cut off 

Word finally [aɾáɲ] to sing [ŋkáŋ] home 
[lŋátʰúɲ] lion [aɪɓʊ́ŋ] to catch 

[aɗáɲ] to break a hole in [sáŋ] mane of donkey 
[aɪŋʊ́ɲ] to hum [aɗúŋ] to cut 

 

2.1.3 Fricatives 
Only one robust phonemic fricative is found, /s/, a voiceless alveolar strident. 16 /s/ does not 
tend to assimilate in voicing, even when found between vowels. Note the example /nɗísi/ 
‘banana’ below, which is borrowed from the Swahili /ndizi/, but devoiced. 

Sometimes one can observe a phonetic lengthened [s:]. This [s:] is never contrastive, and 
is perceived as a plain /s/ by native Samburu speakers. E.g. the word [sɛśɛn] ‘body’ is 
sometimes pronounced [sɛś:ɛn]. 
 
Table 8 The alveolar fricative 
 /s/  
Word 
initially 

[sípʰ] shoulder 
[sóítʰ] stone 
[sɛśɛn] body 
[saɛ̩ ̩n̂] beads 

Inter-
vocalically 

[lasáí] termite 
[nɗísi] banana 
[aɾasʊ́] to attack 
[ntásatʰ] elderly woman 

Word 
finally 

[ŋûês] animal 
[ŋkɪɗɪś] cloud 
[aɓós] to collect 
[aɪsɪś] to praise 

 
A lightly aspirated glottal fricative [h] is found at the beginning of a handful of words, all 

of them in some way exclamatory or carrying negative meaning. Due to its rare occurrence 

                                            
16 The alveolopalatal fricative [ɕ]/postalveolar fricative [ʃ] discussed above are not phonemic, but are allophones of 
/c/. The glottal fricative /h/ discussed below is extra-systemic to the phonology of the language. 
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it is reasonable to consider this sound extra-systemic to the phonology of the language.  
 
Table 9 The glottal fricative 
/h/  
[háí] an exclamation of surprise  
[hátʰ] something you say when beating a cow 
[hó̩ó̩] (not) even 
[hó̩ó̩jːâ] completely not, indeed, really (used with negative statements) 
[haitʰókʰí] not even one thing 
 

It is also worth noting that when words or names with an original /h/ in them are 
borrowed from another language, the /h/ is dropped in Samburu. 
 
Table 10 Omission of [h] in borrowed words 
Samburu Original language Gloss Language borrowed from 
[maa̩ɾ̩ágʊ̩ɛ]̩ /maharagwe/ beans Swahili 

[sáa̩n̩i] /sahani/ plate Swahili 

[eléna] /helena/ a personal name English 
 

One minimal pair has been found where the /h/ carries negative meaning: 
 

Table 11 Minimal pair including [h] 
[mɪkʰɪá̩t̩ʰa  ij:ó̩ó̩  haitʰókʰi] we really do not have anything 

[mɪkʰɪá̩t̩ʰa  ij:ó̩ó̩  aitʰókʰí] we do not again have 
 
One pair of words has been found, where the variety with /h/ neither carries negative 

meaning nor implies exclamation: 
 

Table 12 Pair including [h], where [h] does not carry negative meaning or imply exclamation 
[háŋ] homestead, kraal 
[ŋkáŋ] homestead, kraal 
 

The native-speaker consultant suggested that [háŋ] in relation to [ŋkáŋ] is like the 
English ‘it’s’ in relation to ‘it is’; the variety including the glottal fricative is, according to the 
consultant, used “to shorten the word”. Understanding how /h/ and /k/ relate requires a 
historical linguistics study. 

2.1.4 Liquids 
There are three types of liquids in the Samburu language: a lateral, a flap, and a trill.  

The alveolar lateral /l/ is fully voiced and produced with a flat tongue. The research done 
so far has not shown evidence of the occurrence of a velarised l in Samburu, which I have 
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observed in the Ilchamus dialect. As with the fricative /s/, however, there seems to be 
variation in some words between a plain [l] and a lengthened [l:], though this variation is 
not contrastive and not even perceived by native Samburu speakers. An example of this is 
the free alternation [ílê] ~ [íl:ê] ‘six’. 
 
Table 13 The lateral l iquid 
 /l/  
Word 
initially 

[lóitʰo] bone 
[laisótʰó̩o̩] fingernail 
[lɛ̩ɛ́]̩ man 
[lɪṕʰɔŋ́] female 

 Inter-
vocalically 

[ŋolé] yesterday 
[ŋkálɛḿ] small knife 
[ntálátʰá] clavicle 
[auló] outside 

Word 
finally 

[aʃál] to be weak 
[sáá̩l̩] nine 
[aɓól] to open 
[aisíl] to comb 

 
There are two rhotic phonemes: an alveolar flap /ɾ/ and an alveolar trill /r/. Wagner 1997 

observes that the latter tends to partial devoicing.  
 
Table 14 The flap and the tri l l  
 /ɾ/  /r/  
Word 
initially 

[ɾéɾéí] word [rɛt́ʰɛńɛt́ʰ] belt 
[ɾʊ́átʰ] kicks [rʊ́átʰ] sleeping area 
[ɾáɲáɾɛ]́ dancing [ráá̩n̩íé] cowhide strap on calabash 
[ɾɪʃ́átʰá] gap [rɪ ̩á́t̩ʰá] footprint 

Inter-
vocalically 

[ŋkɛɾ́a] children [ŋkɛrá] sheep (PL) 
[aɾɛṕʰ] to stick to [arɛṕʰ] to praise 
[aɾɪɕ́] to make a judgement [arɪɕ́] to be tight 
[aɾoɾó] to slide [aroró] to stumble while walking 

Word 
finally 

/képʰéɾ/17 above [ŋkɛŕ] sheep (SG) 
/lákʰɪɾ́/ stars [sɪŋ́kɪr] fish 
/asɪɾ́/ to write [aɪtʰɪŕ] to flip away 
/aʃɔɾ́/ to massage [aɓɔŕ] to be calm 

                                            
17 Note that slashes, indicating phonological form, are used for the word final flaps, instead of the square brackets, 
indicating phonetic form. The examples with word final flaps are given in their underlying morphological form, as 
they are realised as trills on phonetic level. See discussion below. 
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The rhotic phonemes neutralise at the end of a word or before a consonant, i.e. as codas 

in closed syllables, where they are both realized as a trill. There are, however, sometimes 
ways of determining the underlying form.  

When a phonetic trill occurs before a consonant, it is not unusual to hear an echo vowel, 
identical to the vowel preceding the rhotic consonant, inserted between the two 
consonants.18 The assumption is that the echo vowel will reveal whether the underlying 
form is a flap or a trill. When an echo vowel is inserted we will sometimes hear [ɾ] between 
the preceding vowel and the echo vowel and then the assumption is that the underlying 
form is a flap. Sometimes we will hear [r] and then the underlying form would be a trill. 
However, further research is needed to confirm this. This accounts for the double 
transcriptions to be found of words such as the following examples: 
 
Table 15 Echo vowels 
Phonetic representation Phonological 

representation 
Underlying 
phoneme 

Gloss 

[nɗorkó] ~ [nɗoɾokʰó] /nɗoɾkó/ /ɾ/ a fruit 
[mpartûtʰ] ~ [mparatʰûtʰ] /mpartût/ /r/ wife 

 
When a phonetic alveolar trill occurs word finally, adding of suffixes will reveal the 

underlying form. At the end of a word the neutralised rhotic archiphoneme is written as /ɾ/ 
in the phonemic transcription when the addition of a suffix reveals it as a flap; when the 
addition of a suffix reveals the rhotic consonant to be a trill, it is transcribed /r/. 
 
Table 16 The rhotic archiphoneme 
Phonetic 
representation 

Phonological 
representation 

Underlying 
phoneme 

Gloss 

[aɪpʰár] /aɪpáɾ/ /ɾ/ to ask 
[mpaɾá] /npaɾá/19 Ask (sb)ǃ 
[aɪɓɔŕ] /aɪɓɔŕ/ /r/ to be white 
[aiɓorú] /aiɓorú/20 to become white 
 

There will, however, be instances where we do not hear an echo vowel or where we 
cannot add suffixes to find out which the underlying form is. In such instances it is arbitrary 
which phoneme the particular [r] is assigned to. 

                                            
18 Wagner 1997:4. 
19 The initial [m] comes from a morphophonological /n/, as discussed in 5.1. 
20 The [ATR] value has changed in this word, compared to the simple infinitive form, due to the dominant [+ATR] 
inchoative suffix –u. See discussion below in 4.1. 
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2.1.5 Semivowels 
There are four semivowels (also known as glides): two labiovelar and two palatal, each point 
of articulation having both a weak /w/, /j/ and a strong /wː/, /jː/ phoneme. The weak phoneme 
is less common than the strong one. Wagner 2001 has, through spectrographic analysis, 
found two main differences between the weak and the strong phonemes: duration, and 
formant frequency. The strong semivowels have phonetically longer duration and are 
phonetically higher in first formant value than the weak semivowels.21  

No data has been found with word initial /j/, nor with word final semivowels. What may 
look like word final semivowels should be interpreted as vowel clusters. Vowel clusters are 
very common in the language, and are most common word finally; they include other than 
those with a high vowel as second phoneme (i.e., involving elements that could not be 
interpreted as semivowels, see further in 2.2.3). If some vowel clusters were interpreted as 
semivowels while others were not, the distribution of vowel clusters would be uneven. Then 
no vowel clusters with a high vowel as second phoneme would occur word finally, even 
though they are very common elsewhere, in fact, they are the most common vowel clusters. 

Some examples of semivowels include those in Table 17. 
 

Table 17 Semivowels  
 /w/  /wː/  
Word initially [wótʰó] dripping [wːɔrwːɔrsáŋ] a fox 

[wálɛt́ʰá] answer [wːátʰá] thorn fence 
[waŋán] light [wːâs] animal with large patch of 

contrasting colour 
[wôr] swamp [wːáɾa] gum 

Intervocalically [awá] to have taken [awːá] to fence 
[awó] to bleed [awːɔń] to sit 
[awál] to answer [awːapʰaá] to snatch away 
[awɔĺ] to arbitrate [awːoiʃó] to build a thorn fence with branches 

 
 /j/  /jː/  
Word initially   [jːejːô] mother 

  [jːáɾátʰá] cooking 
  [jːeú̩̩notʰó] desire 
  [jːolo̩ú̩notʰó] knowledge 

Intervocalically [ajá] to take [ajːajá] to look for 
[ajɛŋ́] to breathe [ajːɛŋ́] to butcher 
[ajɛḿ] to marry [ajːasá] to doze off 
[ajɛ]́ to die [ajːɛt́ʰ] to stretch, pull 

 

                                            
21 Wagner 2001:8-10. 
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Wagner 2001 lists the semivowels as a separate section in his inventory of phonemes, 
apart from true consonants and vowels. 22 He gives several reasons for this. First, he says 
that they differ from consonants in that they can appear as geminates (i.e. in the strong 
form), which true Samburu consonants cannot do. Second, he says that they pattern 
differently from consonants in syllable structure. Further, acoustic measurements have 
shown that they are different from the vowels in that they are phonetically higher than their 
corresponding vowels, and finally, they do not participate in [ATR] harmony as vowels do.23 
The interpretation of the strong semivowels as geminates is, however, problematic, 24 and 
further, Wagner does not explain in what way the semivowels pattern differently from other 
consonants in syllable structure. My own analysis below contradicts the last statement. I do 
not find enough reasons to treat the semivowels as a separate type of phoneme apart from 
consonsants. 

It is clear that the semivowels cannot be interpreted as vowels when found word initially 
or intervocalically. There are two reasons for this. First, if interpreted as consonants, they 
form syllables consistent with the normal syllable pattern (see below in section 3). Second, 
the semivowels break up vowel clusters that otherwise would be very complex and would 
form extra-complex syllables. The data in Table 18 lends weight to the interpretation that 
semivowels should be regarded as consonants. The “V” interpretation in Table 18 treats the 
strong semivowels as “VV”. 

 
Table 18 Syllable pattern for words with semivowels 
Example Gloss C interpretation V interpretation 
[mówːáɾákʰ] horns CV.CV.CVC CVVV.V.CVC 

[lpajːán] man (C)CV.CVC (C)CVVV.VC 

[wːátʰá] thorn fence CV.CV VVV.CV 

[awːɔń] to sit V.CVC VVV.VC 
 

If the semivowels were interpreted as vowels, we would encounter VVV-clusters not 
found elsewhere in Samburu (interpreting the strong semivowels as VV). The consonant 
interpretation is less complicated and gives rise to syllables consistent with the normal 

                                            
22 Wagner 2001 consistently labels them as ‘glides’. 
23 Wagner 2001:7-8. 
24 Wagner addresses this by mentioning two problems. First, according to the moraic theory, geminates should occur 
across syllable boundaries and the geminate should be dominated by two adjacent σ (i.e., syllable) nodes. Geminates 
should also carry a mora. In Samburu we face a problem with an analysis of the strong semivowels as geminates in 
word initial position, because there is no σ node to the left of a word initial segment, and onsets do not carry moric 
weight. Wagner suggests that the left half of a geminate is dominated by a σ node attached directly to the prosodic 
word and thus such word initial semivowels can have moraic weight. Second, the strong semivowels are quite 
common in Samburu. This presents a second challenge in that geminates occur infrequently cross-linguistically; this is 
mentioned, but not discussed by Wagner 2001:10-11. An alternative interpreatation, which will pose fewer problems, 
is to understand the strong semivowels as fortis consonants, and the weak ones as lenis consonants. 
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syllable pattern. 
The examples in Table 19 show that some words would consist of vowels only if 

semivowels were to be interpreted as vowels. There are no such unambiguous words in 
Samburu, i.e. words consisting of vowels only but without semivowels, apart from a few 
short and often exclamatory words.25 
 
Table 19 Syllable pattern for words with semivowels 
Example Gloss C interpretation V interpretation 
[awːá] to fence V.CV VVV.V 

[jːejːô] mother CV.CV VVV.VVV 

[ajːajá] to look for V.CV.CV VVV.VV.V 

[ijːé] you (SG) V.CV VVV.V 
 

When a u- or i-like sound follows a consonant and precedes a vowel, but the sequence 
comprises just one mora, I have interpreted the high u- or i-like sound as a vowel in the 
phonetic transcription. This is because the syllables created will be consistent with the 
unambiguous syllable pattern (see section 3). My interpretation contrasts, however, with 
those of Wagner 1997 and Rasmussen 2002 (the latter is a Maasai study). They interpret 
that particular high vocalic sound in that particular environment as a semivowel, since it is 
not moraic. My interpretation is in line with the intuition of many Samburu speakers. They 
usually prefer to spell these sounds with vowel letters, which suggests that these sounds are 
perceived as vowels. Some examples are given in Table 20. 

 
Table 20 High vowel versus semivowel analyses following consonants 
My 
interpretation 

Wagner et.al. Orthographic 
representation 

Gloss 

[ŋkɪŋasɪá́] [ŋkɪŋasyá] nking’asia miracle 
[aɲʊkʰɪɛ́]́ [aɲʊkʰyɛ]́ anyukie to be red 
[rʊ́átʰ] [rwátʰ] rruat sleeping area 
[ŋûês] [ŋwês] ng’ues animal 

 

2.1.6 Evidence for consonant contrasts 
The description above of the Samburu consonants gives evidence of internal contrast 
between all explosives, all implosives, all nasals, the flap and the trill, and all semivowels. 
This section will show evidence for contrast of phonetically similar phonemes across the 
groups based on manner of articulation. 

The explosive stops contrast with the implosive stops. First, /p/ and /ɓ/ contrast. 
 

                                            
25 [óê] ‘Yes? What?’ is such a word. 
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Table 21 Contrast between /p/ and /ɓ /  
 /p/  /ɓ/  
Word 
initially 

[pʰɔɔ̩k̩ʰɪ]́ all, every [ɓo̩ó̩] in the kraal 
[pʰapʰâ] father [ɓátʰá] to the side 
[pʰúɾúɠ] with horns pointing down [ɓúlû] eye paint 
[pʰaá̩r̩ná] namesake [ɓárláɪ]́ pastel 

Inter-
vocalically 

[apʰɪḱʰ] to put [aɓíkʰ] to stay in a place 
[apʰáá̩j̩ːâ] O elderǃ (VOC) [aɓajá] to arrive there 
[apʰukʰú] to come out [aɓukʰú] to pour towards 
[apʰór] to creep [aɓór] to be calm 

After 
nasal 

[mpáa̩ɕ̩] space [mɓâɛ]̂ issue, matter 
[mpɛɾ́ɛ]́ spear [mɓɛńɛ]́ bag 

 [mpóɾóí] clot of blood and milk [mɓoɾôî] dry cattle dung 
 [mpúnítʰ] bee stinger [mɓʊlátʰi] large intestine 
Word 
finally 

[aɪsɪá́pʰ] to cover [aɪsáɓ] to stroll 
[aʃɔṕʰ] to slaughter [aŋɔɓ́] to leach 
[aɗʊ́pʰ] to be able [aɾʊ́ɓ] to join 
[aɪrapʰɪrápʰ] to feel around with the hand [lŋaráɓ] warthog 

 
/t/ and /ɗ/ contrast in all environments. 
 

Table 22 Contrast between /t /  and /ɗ /  
 /t/  /ɗ/  
Word 
initially 

[tʰéípʰa] in the evening [ɗéi̩ ̩]́ indeed 
[tʰɔrɔk̂ʰ] bad (PL) [ɗɔŕɔṕʰ] short 
[tʰɛt́ʰɛńɛ]́ righthand [ɗɛt́ʰ] recently 
[tʰɔɔ̩̩ḿ] fat in camel’s hump [ɗú̩óó̩] very early today 

Inter-
vocalically 

[atʰɪṕʰ] to split up and eat food with 
great conservation 

[aɗɪṕʰ] to resemble 

[atʰaá̩]̩ to be, become [aɗaá̩]̩ to feed 
[atʰékʰ] to change course [aɗɛḱʰ] to curse 
[atʰútʰ] to miss the target [aɗʊ́tʰ] to select 

After 
nasal 

[ntaɾɛ]́ small stock [nɗáá̩ɾ̩ɛ]́ grazing 
[ntɛŕá] an elders’ dance [nɗerí] duiker spec. 

 [ntɪŕkɪɕ́] prostitution [nɗɪḱʰɪŕ] mountain pass 
 [ntɔ̩ɔ̩́ṕʰ] lateral half of rib cage with 

internal organs 
[nɗɔ̩ɔ̩́ŕ] morning feeding of cattle 

Word 
finally 

[aʊ̩̩́tʰ] to point at [aú̩̩ɗ] to pierce 
[amɪt́ʰ] to go dry  [aɪpʰɪɗ́]  to straighten 
[ltʃekʰûtʰ] shepherd [lkúnɗuɗ] large muscle 
[aipʰótʰ] to call [aikʰóɗ] to adorn 
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Also /c/ and /ʄ/ show contrast. 
 

Table 23 Contrast between /c/ and / ʄ /  
 /c/  /ʄ/  
Word 
initially 

[ɕípʰa] a bird [ʄilótʰi] pink 
[ʃáɪ]́ tea [ʄa] just 

Inter-
vocalically 

[aʃó] to be straight [aʄó] to say 
[aʃé] to smooth a hide [aʄɛ]́ to be a certain one 
[aɕʊ́l] to live together [aiʄúl] to mix milk and blood 
[aʃá] to rain [aʄá] How many̠? 

After 
nasal 

[ntʃán] rain [nʄasí] plant spec. 
[ntʃílí] metal cross used with head 

beads 
[nʄɪɾɪ]́ giant rat (FEM) 

 [ntʃo̩ó̩] herd of cattle [nʄɔ̩ɔ̩́t́ʰɛ]̂ ant spec. 
 [ntʃʊ́la] fellowship [nʄulótʰi] blood and milk mixture 
Word 
finally 

[aó̩̩ɕ] to hit [aó̩̩ʄ] to scratch 
[aɪ̩ ̩ɕ́] to pass [ai̩ ̩ʄ́] to warm oneself at a fire 
[aɪsʊ́ɕ] to wash utensils [asʊ́ʄ] to slander 
[ailíɕ] to be drowsy [akʰɪʄ́] to tear 

 
Finally, /k/ and /ɠ/ contrast in all environments. 
 

Table 24 Contrast between /k/ and /ɠ /  
 /k/  /ɠ/  
Word 
initially 

[kákʰe] but [ɠársîs] rich 
[kiní] small [ɠɪŕɪm] strong 
[kúro] whirlwind [ɠuɾétʰ] fearful 

Inter-
vocalically 

[akʊ́ɛt́ʰ] to run [aɠʊ́ɛt́ʰ] to carve 
[akʰórɗ] to bend [aɠór] to choke 
[akʰʊ́tʰ] to blow [aɠútʰ] to be deep 
[akʰɪʄ́] to tear [aɠɪĺ] to break 

After 
nasal 

[ŋkáɾipʰ] sb who looks after sth [ŋɠáɗɪɕ́] canoe type 
[ŋkɔlɔŋ́] dry season [ŋɠolón] strength 

 [ŋkoɾíi̩]̩ sound heard from afar [ŋɠoɾí] honey badger 
 [ŋkʊɾɛ]́ thirst [ŋɠúɾétʰiɕo] cowardice 
Word 
finally 

[aɪ̩ ̩ḱʰ] to hang [aɪɠ́] to brush one’s teeth 
[alákʰ] to pay [aɪláɠ] to retch 
[anákʰ] to suckle [aɪmáɠ] to hit 
[anʊ́kʰ] to fill a hole with soil [aimúɠ] to doze off 
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The implosive stops contrast with their corresponding nasals at the same place of 
articulation. /ɓ/ and /m/ contrast in all environments: 

 
Table 25 Contrast between /ɓ /  and /m/ 
 /ɓ/  /m/  
Word 
initially 

[ɓúlû] eye paint [múlúɠ] bee hole 
[ɓátʰá] to the side [maɗáɪ]́ stupidity 
[ɓo̩ó̩] in the kraal [motʰí] clay pot 
[ɓárláɪ]́ pastel [márnáɪ]́ bracelet 

Inter-
vocalically 

[aɓʊlʊ́] to grow [amʊ́l] to be uniform 
[aɓɔŕ] to be calm [amór] to insult 
[aɓʊ́ákʰ] to bark [amʊ́átʰ] to fasten a bracelet 
[aɓúkʰ] to pour out [amʊ́ɠ] to brew 

Word 
finally 

[aikʰúɓ] to hit, bump [aikʰúm] to bump sb or oneself 
[aɾʊ́ɓ] to join [aɾúm] to poke in order to startle 
[aɪsáɓ] to stroll [aʃám] to love 

[aŋɔɓ́] to leech [alóm] to be jealous 
 
/ɗ/ and /n/ also display contrast. 
 

Table 26 Contrast between /ɗ /  and /n/ 
 /ɗ/  /n/  
Word 
initially 

[ɗɛt́ʰ] recently [néɾêtʰ] area under the tongue 
[ɗéi̩ ̩]́ indeed [néʄia] in that way 
[ɗúó] earlier today [nʊtʰâɪ]̂ pregnancy 
[ɗɔŕɔṕʰ] short [nóŋótʰó] valley 

Inter-
vocalically 

[aɗʊ́tʰ] to select [anʊ́tʰ] to fumble 
[aɪdɪŋá] to be crowded [aininíŋ] to listen 
[aɗáɲ] to break a hole in [anáŋ] to throw 
[aɗɛɗɛ]́ to be true [anɛnɛŋ́] to be light in weight 

Word 
finally 

[aú̩̩ɗ] to pierce [aú̩̩n] to plant 
[aikʰóɗ] to adorn [aiɓón] to practice divination 
[aɪlʊ́ɗ] to sway [aitʰún] to grab 
[akárɗ] to scratch [ŋkárn] names 

 
Likewise, /ʄ/ and /ɲ/ contrast. 
 

Table 27 Contrast between / ʄ /  and /ɲ /  
 /ʄ/  /ɲ/  
Word 
initially 

[ʄilótʰi] pink [ɲɪĺɛtʰ] sortilege 
[ʄa] just [ɲámu] stolen animals 
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Inter-
vocalically 

[aʄɔń] to be raw [aɲɔḱʰ] to try hard 
[aʄɪ]́ to strain [aɲɪĺ] to be smooth 
[aɪʄɪpʰaá̩]̩ to follow from a distance [aɪɲɪɠ́] to hiccup 
[aiʄo̩ó̩] to swallow [aiɲô] to have woken up 

Word 
finally 

[ai̩ ̩ʄ́] to warm oneself at a fire [aɪ̩ ̩ɲ́] to beat and humiliate 
[aó̩̩ʄ] to scratch [aó̩̩ɲ] to bite 
[apʰéʄ] to roast [apʰɛɲ́] alone 
[akʰɪʄ] to tear [akʰɪɲ́] to peel 

 
/ɠ/ and /ŋ/ contrast in all environments. 
 

Table 28 Contrast between /ɠ /  and /ŋ /  
 /ɠ/  /ŋ/  
Word 
initially 

[ɠársîs] rich [ŋásúnotʰó] beginning 
[ɠɪŕɪm] strong [ŋɪɾ́ɪá́tʰá] patience 
[ɠuɾétʰ] fearful [ŋʊ́sʊ́r] tailless 

Inter-
vocalically 

[aɠám] to grip [aŋám] to trace footprints 
[aiɠór] to groan [aɪŋɔŕ] to look at 
[aɠʊ́ár] to stop raining [aŋʊ́ár] to desire 
[aɠír] to gnaw [aŋɪɾɪ]́ to be patient 

Word 
finally 

[aɪláɠ] to retch [aláŋ] to cross over 
[aɪɲɪɠ́] to hiccup [aníŋ] to hear 
[aɪsɪɠ́] to flee [asɪŋ́] to sneeze 
[rʊ́ɠ] camel’s hump [aɪrʊ́ŋ] to snore 

 
Other phonetically similar segments that contrast include different combinations of 

alveolar phonemes, and combinations that include the semivowels. The phonetically similar 
alveolar phonemes include /t/ and /s/, /ɗ/ and /l/, /ɗ/ and /ɾ/ and /ɗ/ and /r/. 

/t/ and /s/ contrast in all environments. 
 

Table 29 Contrast between /t /  and /s/ 
 /t/  /s/  
Word 
initially 

[tʰáa̩r̩] whey [sáá̩r̩] forest 
[tʰásatʰ] elderly [sâs] thin, skinny 
[tʰɪṕʰatʰ] importance [sɪṕʰátʰá] righteousness 
[tʰáɾá] late evening [saɾá] goatskin used in ceremonies 

Inter-
vocalically 

[atʰúr] to dig deep [asúr] to be dangerous 
[atʰaá̩]̩ to be, become [asaá̩n̩] to try 
[atʰaɾʊ́] to change how sth is adorned [asaɾʊ́] to flee into 
[atʰɪṕʰ] to split up food and eat under 

great conservation 
[asɪṕʰ] to strip a bone of meat 
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Word 
finally 

[aɠútʰ] to be deep [aɠús] to kiss 
[amitʰ] to refuse [aimís] to drop out of sight 
[aɪŋátʰ] to outgrow [aŋás] to do first 
[aipʰotʰ] to call [aiɗós] to sneak 

 
Also /ɗ/ and /l/ contrast in all environments. 
 

Table 30 Contrast between /ɗ /  and /l /  
 /ɗ/  /l/  
Word 
initially 

[ɗápʰáɕ] wide [lápʰâ] moon 
[ɗɛŕlɛɪ́]́ yellow [léléú] sand lizard 
[ɗɔŕɔṕʰ] short [lɔrɔɔ̩̩]́ a particular piece of meat 
[ɗɪḱʰɪŕ] benefit [likʰóɾótʰó] announcing 

Inter-
vocalically 

[aɗám] to slap [alám] to stand aloof 
[aɗʊ́tʰ] to select [alʊ́tʰ] to urinate 
[aɗʊ́á] to be bitter [alʊ́á] to cough 
[aɗotʰú] to uproot [alotʰú] to come 

Word 
finally 

[aɪlʊ́ɗ] to sway [aɪmʊ́l] to cover 
[aɪpʰɪɗ́] to straighten [aɪɠɪĺ] to do again 
[aikʰóɗ] to adorn [aɠól] to be strong 
[aú̩̩ɗ] to pierce [aiʄúl] to mix milk and blood 

 
/ɗ/ and /ɾ/ also contrast. 
 

Table 31 Contrast between /ɗ /  and /ɾ /  
 /ɗ/  /ɾ/  
Word 
initially 

[ɗɛt́ʰ] recently [ɾétʰo] help 
[ɗɪḱʰɪŕ] benefit [ɾíkʰóɾétʰ] bridewealth ox or sheep 
[ɗápʰáɕ] wide [ɾápʰa] bridewealth cow 
[ɗéi̩ ̩]́ indeed [ɾéi̩ ̩t́ʰái̩ ̩]́ sticks used in house 

construction 
Inter-
vocalically 

[aɗáɲ] to break a hole in [aɾáɲ] to sing 
[aɗʊ́pʰ] to be able [aɾʊ́pʰ] to heap 
[aɗɛ]́ to shell [aɾé] to step on 
[adʊ́á] to be bitter [aɾʊ́á] to kick 

 
Finally, /ɗ/ and /r/ contrast. 
 

Table 32 Contrast between /ɗ /  and /r/ 
 /ɗ/  /r/  
Word [ɗɛt́ʰ] recently [rɛt́ʰɛńɛt́ʰ] belt 
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initially [ɗɪḱʰɪŕ] benefit [rɪńɗ!ɪḱʰ] slave 
Inter-
vocalically 

[aɗáɲ] to break a hole in [araá̩n̩] to strap a calabash with 
leather straps 

[aɗʊ́pʰ] to be able [arú] to lend sb a cow for the use 
of its milk 

[aɗɛ]́ to shell [arɛṕʰ] to praise 
[aɗʊ́á] to be bitter [arʊ́áɕ] to trip over sth 

Word 
finally 

[aɪpʰɪɗ́] to straighten [aɪpʰɪŕ] to stir vigorously 
[aɪ̩ ̩ɗ́] to jump over [ai̩ ̩ŕ] to fumigate a calabash 
[aú̩̩ɗ] to pierce [aú̩̩r] to listen carefully 
[aikʰóɗ] to adorn [aiɠór] to groan 

 
The phonetically similar sets that include the semivowels include /ɓ/, /w/ and /wː/; /ɠ/, /w/ 

and /wː/; and /ʄ/, /j/ and /jː/. First, /ɓ/ and /w/ contrast word initially and intervocalically. 
 

Table 33 Contrast between /ɓ /  and /w/ 
 /ɓ/  /w/  
Word 
initially 

[ɓátʰá] to the side [walátʰ] answers 
[ɓo̩ó̩] in the kraal [wôr] swamp 

 [ɓótʰór] senior [wótʰó] dripping 
Inter-
vocalically 

[aɓɔĺ] to pry open [awɔĺ] to arbitrate 
[aɓaá̩]̩ to be a length [awá] to have taken 
[aɓákʰ] to treat [awáŋ] to be light out 

 
Also /ɓ/ and /wː/ contrast word initially and intervocalically. 

 
Table 34 Contrast between /ɓ /  and /w ː /  
 /ɓ/  /wː/  
Word 
initially 

[ɓátʰá] to the side [wːátʰá] thorn fence 
[ɓárláɪ]́ pastel [wːáɾa] gum of a particular tree 

Inter-
vocalically 

[aɓɔĺ] to pry open [awːɔń] to sit 
[aɓaá̩]̩ to be a length [awːá] to be a weight 
[aɓoliʃó] to rape [awːoiʃó] to build a thorn fence 

 [aɓaa̩j̩á] to open the chest of a 
slaughtered animal 

[awːaryé] to use for fence-building 

 
/ɠ/ and /w/ and /ɠ/ and /wː/ show similar contrasts, but as the semivowels are relatively 

rare, it is difficult to find good examples of word initial contrasts (even word initial /ɠ/ is 
rare). First, compare /ɠ/ and /w/. 
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Table 35 Contrast between /ɠ /  and /w/ 
 /ɠ/  /w/   
Inter-
vocalically 

[aɠól] to be strong [awɔĺ] to arbitrate 
[aɠám] to grip [awáŋ] to be light out 

 [aɠór] to choke [awɔ]́ to bleed 
 
Then compare /ɠ/ and /wː/. 
 

Table 36 Contrast between /ɠ /  and /w ː /  
 /ɠ/  /wː/  
Word 
initially 

[ɠársîs] rich [wːâs] having a large patch of 
contrasting colour 

Inter-
vocalically 

[aɠól] to be strong [awːɔń] to sit (SG) 
[aiɠór] to groan [aiwːótʰ] to move 
[aɠɛḿ] to stop a blood flow [áawːeni] to sit (PL) 
[aɪɠʊ́án] to judge [aɪwːáŋ] to flash (of lightening)  

 
/ʄ/ and /j/ also contrast. 
 

Table 37 Contrast between / ʄ /  and /j /  
 /ʄ/  /j/  
Inter-
vocalically 

[aɪʄɪpʰaá̩]̩ to follow from a distance [aijí] to whet 
[aʄápʰ] to shelter [ajá] to take 
[aʄɛ]́ to be a certain one [ajɛ]́ to die 
[aʄúŋ] to inherit [ajʊ́kʰ] to fan a fire 

 
Finally, /ʄ/ and /jː/ contast. 
 

Table 38 Contrast between / ʄ /  and /j ː /  
 /ʄ/  /jː/  
Word 
initially 

[ʄa] just [jːâ] What did you say? 

Inter-
vocalically 

[aʄɛʊ́́] to be safe [ajːɛʊ́́] to want 
[aʄejːó] to to sleep over at a place [ajːeló] to know 

 [aʄɛ]́ to be a certain one [ajːɛŋ́] to butcher 
 

2.1.7 Consonant clusters 
There are two types of consonant clusters in the Samburu language: clusters within a 
syllable, and clusters crossing syllable boundaries. 26 

                                            
26 Syllables are discussed in section 3. 
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2.1.7.1 Consonant clusters within a syllable 
There are a few examples of word final consonant clusters. These clusters are always made 
up of a combination of /r/ as the first phone and /n/, /t/ or /ɗ/ as the second, or /n/ as the first 
phone and /t/ as the other. 

 
Table 39 Word final consonant clusters 
/r/ + /n/ [ŋkárn] names 
 [aɓárn] to shave 
/r/ + /t/ [lkúrt] maggots 
 [múrt] neck 
 [ɲɪŕt] gum (of mouth) 
 [aɪɓárt] to watch over 
 [aɕʊ́rt] to strip sth off 
/r/ + /ɗ/ [akárɗ] to scratch, inscribe 
 [akórɗ] to bend 
 [apʊ́rɗ] to crush to bits 
/n/ + /t/ [lpɪĺpɪɾ́ɪńt] name of a tree (PL) 
 

2.1.7.2 Consonant clusters crossing syllable boundaries 
There are two types of consonant clusters crossing syllable boundaries: extra-syllabic 
consonants preceding root initial consonants word initially, and clusters created when a 
coda meets an onset.  

The word initial consonant clusters are nearly always clusters where the two consonants 
belong to different morphemes, a lateral or a nasal being the first consonant.27 I consider 
the first consonant extra-syllabic and outside the syllabic structure of the syllable that 
follows. By doing this it is easier to explain onset clusters starting with laterals, which are 
universally uncommon.28 It should be noted, however, that /l/ and /n/ before another 
consonant are not perceived as syllabic by native Samburu speakers. The timing in 
pronunciation supports this statement. The gender prefixes l- ‘masculine’ and n- 
‘feminine’, or class II29 verb marker allomorph n-, is never given a beat in Samburu songs 

                                            
27 There is at least one exception, where a word initial consonant cluster does not belong to two different morphemes: 
[nʄí] ‘in this way’. 
28 Wagner 2001:17, referring to Kenstowicz 1994:254-255. 
29 The Samburu verbs can be divided into two classes. Class I verbs are characterised by a tV- prefix in the perfective 
aspect as well as in the imperative forms (where the V is identical to the first verb root vowel), while class II verbs 
are characterised by the prefix ɪ-, which is attached to the verb root (and altered to n- in some environments, see 5.1). 
There are also a few verbs that do not clearly fit into any of these two groups, like [akʰʊ́ɛt́ʰ] ‘to run’, which neither 
carries a tV- prefix nor an ɪ- prefix, and partly conjugates like a class I verb and partly like a class II verb. 
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and native Samburu speakers will not clap for it if asked to clap for syllables.30 
The gender prefixes are /l/ for masculine and /n/ for feminine. They attach to the noun 

root and will give rise to consonant clusters whenever the root starts with a consonant. In 
the same way, the class II verb marker allomorph /n/ attaches to the verb it modifies.31  

The consonant clusters starting with the masculine gender prefix /l/ consist of the lateral 
and a stop, the lateral and a nasal, or the lateral and strong labiovelar semivowel. Clusters 
with lateral + strong palatal semivowel have been found only in borrowed words. 32 
Masculine noun stems with an initial fricative or a liquid delete the gender prefix. The 
deletion of the masculine gender prefix is discussed in 4.3.1. 

Some examples of unambiguous clusters starting with the lateral include those in Table 
40. 

 
Table 40 Word init ial consonant clusters with extrasyllabic / l /  
/lp/ [lpajːán] man 
/lt/ [ltʊŋánɪ] person 
/lc/ [ltʃoní] hide 
/lk/ [lkɛɗ́ɪ] spider 
/lɓ/ [lɓaá̩]̩ gully 
/lɗ/ [lɗîâ] dog 
/lʄ/ [lʄipʰétʰ] toothpick 
/lɠ/ [lɠo̩ó̩] chest 
/lm/ [lmʊ́ránɪ] warrior 
/ln/ [lniŋó] agreement 
/lɲ/ [lɲápʰáraɪ]  name of a clan 
/lŋ/ [lŋɛʄ́ɛṕʰ] tongue 
/lwː/ [lwːaó̩̩] wind 

 
The consonant clusters starting with extrasyllabic /n/ (i.e. in nouns starting with the 

feminine gender prefix or verbs starting with the class II verb marker allomorph) are more 

                                            
30 Wagner 2001 claims that there are good reasons to believe that the gender prefix is moraic. The main reason for 
Wagner’s conclusion is that monosyllabic nouns are allowed in Samburu only if they are heavy, whether by having a 
coda (i.e., heavy syllables/two moras, as in [ɪŕ] ‘tree spec.’ or [lôm] ‘jealousy’), a bimoraic nucleus (i.e., heavy 
syllables/two moras, as in [lɛ́ɛ̩]̩ ‘man’ or [mɛ́ʊ̩̩̂] ‘python’), or a gender prefix (hence, two moras, as in [ntʃá] ‘a kind of 
song’ or [lkɪ]́ ‘breasts’). He also draws a parallel to Maasai, where the gender prefixes are ɔl- and ɪl- respectively for 
masculine singular and plural and ɛn- and ɪn- repsectively for feminine singular and plural. In the Maasai gender 
prefixes the consonants are codas, and hence moraic. When it comes to Samburu, the initial vowel has been deleted in 
the gender prefixes so that only the consonant remains. Wagner suggests that also the mora has remained in the 
Samburu gender prefixes, even though there is no (additional) coda in the Samburu gender prefixes. Wagner 2001:18-
19. 
31 See 5.1 for a description of the morpheme alternation process relating to the class II verb prefix. 
32 The word [ljːaúɗi] ‘Jew’ is borrowed. 
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limited than the ones starting with /l/, as /n/ only occurs in combinations with explosives or 
implosives. The consonants in these clusters share the same place feature as the nasal, 
which undergoes place assimilation (see discussion in 4.2). 

Class II verbs are prefixed with an /ɪ/, which is altered to an [i] before [+ATR] roots. In 
some environments (see 5.1) the /ɪ/ alters to an /n/ (namely, before explosives or 
implosives). This happens also in the imperative form of the class II verbs. This will give rise 
to word initial consonant clusters in the singular imperative forms. 

Some examples of consonant clusters starting with extrasyllabic /n/ are given in Table 
41. 

 
Table 41 Word init ial consonant clusters start ing with extrasyllabic /n/ 
[mp] [mpárí] day 
 [mpaɾá] Ask (sb)ǃ 
[nt] [ntapʰʊ́kʰáɪ]́ flower 
 [ntukʰó] Wash (it)ǃ 
[ntʃ] [ntʃamán] love 
 [ntʃó̩ó̩] Give (it)ǃ 
[ŋk] [ŋkʊ́tʰʊkʰ] mouth 
 [ŋkenó] Close (it)ǃ 
[mɓ] [mɓɛńɛ]́ bag 
 [mɓʊŋá] Catch (it)ǃ 
[nɗ] [nɗâpʰ] palm 
 [nɗɪpʰá] Finish (it)ǃ 
[nʄ] [nʄɪɾɪ]́ giant rat 
 [nʄɪpʰáɪ]́ Follow (it)ǃ 
[ŋɠ] [ŋɠolón] strength 
 [ŋɠɪlá] Repeat (it)ǃ 
 

When a syllable with a coda meets another consonant-initial syllable it gives rise to a 
hetero-syllabic cluster. These clusters are infrequent and the allowed cluster constructions 
are limited. The first phonein the coda of the first syllable has to be a lateral, a nasal, or a 
trill.  

When a lateral meets another hetero-syllabic consonant, the second consonant has to 
be either a stop or a nasal. Many of these examples involve a reduplicated stem, which 
means that they may be ambiguous (see discussion below). 

 
Table 42 Word medial consonant clusters with the lateral 
/lp/ [ipʰálpʰál] you (PL) will cease 
/lt/ not attested  
/lc/ [ltʃáltʃáloi] tonsil 
/lk/ [lólkútʰóʄó̩ó̩lie] a trick used in wrestling 
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/lɓ/ [mɓolɓól] eggs 
/lɗ/ [akʰalɗaá̩]̩ to flick away 
/lʄ/ not attested  
/lɠ/ [lɠólɠól] warrior’s neck pendant 
/lm/ [salmáɠ] bee glue 
/ln/ not attested  
/lɲ/ not attested  
/lŋ/ [iŋɔĺŋól] you (PL) will agitate 

 
The clusters involving a nasal as first consonant follow the same rule that governs 

allowed clusters within a single syllable: a nasal can only be followed by a stop and the place 
features are shared. 

 
Table 43 Word medial consonant clusters with a nasal 
/mp/ [lúmpáí] light blue 
/nt/ [éntuɗuŋiʃeɾe] Use it for cuttingǃ (PL) 
/nc/ [nɪntʃɛ]́ they 
/ŋk/ [náŋká] cloth 
/mɓ/ [ɪḿɓá] you hate 
/nɗ/ [anɗá] that (FEM) 
/nʄ/ [lʄɪńʄɪl] type of basket 
/ŋɠ/ [ɪŋɠʊ́ɾan] you (SG) will play 

 
There is, however, an exception which has to be mentioned. 33 When reduplication of a 

noun or verb stem occurs and gives rise to a word medial cluster involving a nasal, nasal 
place assimilation will not apply. Hence we can find consonant clusters like these: 

 
Table 44 Word medial consonant clusters in reduplicated stems 
/ŋɗ/ [lóɗóŋɗóŋ] *[lóɗónɗóŋ] wooden animal bell 
/ɲɓ/ [mɓáɲɓaɲ] *[mɓámɓaɲ] decorative necklace beadwork 
 

The word medial clusters that involve the trill can be designed more freely. The trill can 
occur with any consonant apart from the trill itself or the flap. These clusters are, however, 
not very common. Some examples of the unambiguous clusters include those in Table 45. 

 
Table 45 Word medial consonant clusters with the tri l l  
/rp/ [sɪrpɛlɛɪ̂]̂ superb starling 
/rt/ [aɪkʰʊrtʊ́tʰ] to crawl 
/rc/ not attested  

                                            
33 The exception is noted by Wagner. Wagner 2001:26. 
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/rk/ [lpúrkél] lowland 
/rɓ/ [ntúrɓúɓ!úá] puff adder 
/rɗ/ [aisarɗakíé] to scatter sth 
/rʄ/ [lkárʄáʄ] wasteland 
/rɠ/ [árɠɪ]̂ a tree 
/rm/ [sirmoléí] cliterodectomised unmarried girl 
/rn/ [aɓarníé] to shave with 
/rɲ/ [aɪkʰarɲasaɾé] to argue 
/rŋ/ not attested  
/rs/ [ɠársîs] rich 
/rl/ [ntʊrlɛɠɛ]́ tree stump 
 

Apart from the consonant clusters so-far discussed, reduplication of verb (or other) 
stems can cause even more consonant clusters. The clusters arising from stem reduplication 
are more freely designed and can consist of almost any consonant combination. These 
clusters should, however, be seen as ambiguous, as some speakers insert a vowel to break 
up the cluster, while others do not. Sometimes also slow and fast speech will give different 
surface forms – slow speech may give rise to clusters, while vowels are inserted in fast 
speech to aid pronunciation. Hence we find variant pronunciations like those in Table 46. 

 
Table 46 Word medial consonant clusters in reduplicated stems 
/pc/ [intʃoptʃópʰ] ~ [intʃopʰiʃópʰ] you (PL) wear 
/pn/ [ɪnapnápʰ] ~ [ɪnapʰɪnápʰ] you (PL) carry 
/ɓs/ [ɪsaɓsáɓ] ~ [ɪsaɓɪsáɓ] you (PL) stroll 
/tɓ/ [ɪmɓatɓátʰ] ~ [ɪmɓatʰɪɓátʰ] you (PL) walk on the side of the road 
/tl/ [iletlétʰ] ~ [iletʰilétʰ] you (PL) exclaim 
/kɓ/ [ɪɓakɓákʰ] ~ [ɪbakʰɪɓákʰ] you (PL) treat 
 

2.2 Vowels 
Samburu has nine vowels, each of them displaying all the tones, and occurring in nearly all 
syllable types34 as well as in both stressed and unstressed syllables. The vowel system is 
symmetrical, having two sets of four vowels distinguished by the feature [ATR] (advanced 
tongue root), i.e. /i, e, u, o/ and /ɪ, ɛ, ʊ, ɔ/. The vowel /a/ occurs with both [ATR] sets with no 
phonetic distinction. Apart from [ATR] value, vowels contrast in height, backness and 
rounding. 

The nine vowels are as follows: 
 

                                            
34 No data has been found with /ʊ/ and /ɔ/ occurring in V-syllables. 
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Table 47 Vowels 
 -back +back 
  -round +round 
+high +atr /i/  /u/ 
 -atr /ɪ/  /ʊ/ 
-high +atr /e/  /o/ 
 -atr /ɛ/ /a/ /ɔ/ 

 
First, evidence for contrast is presented. [ATR] is given special attention in a separate 

subsection (2.2.2). Finally, vowel clusters and moras will be discussed. 

2.2.1 Evidence for vowel contrasts 
The verb data in Table 48 shows that vowels contrast in height. 
 
Table 48 Contrast between [+high] and [-high] 
 [+high]   [-high]  
/i/ [apʰír] to be fat /e/ [apʰér] to lie down 
 [aiɓíl] to be very fat  [aiɓél] to rock from side to side 
 [apʰiʄú] to become sharp  [apʰéʄ] to roast 
 [ŋkii̩ ̩]́ whetstone  [ŋkeé̩k̩ʰ] poles 
/ɪ/ [aɠɪĺ] to break /ɛ/ [aɠɛĺ] to separate 
 [aɗɪŕ] to climb  [aɗɛŕ] to chat 
 [aʄɪ]́ to strain  [aʄɛ]́ to be a certain one 
 [aɪpʰɪŕ] to stir vigorously  [aɪpʰɛŕ] to split logs 
/u/ [aɓúl] to poke /o/ [aɓól] to open 
 [aʄú] to be hairy  [aʄó] to say 
 [alutʰú] to duck under  [alotʰú] to come 
 [aŋúr] to cut off  [aŋór] to shoot an arrow 
/ʊ/ [aɕʊ́l] to live together /ɔ/ [aʃɔĺ] to melt 
 [aɕʊ́r] to take shelter  [aʃɔŕ] to massage 
 [aɾʊ́pʰ] to heap  [aɾɔṕʰ] to bribe 
 [aɾʊ́ʄ] to pack down  [aɾɔʄ́] to signal 
 

Vowels also contrast in backness, as seen in Table 49. 
 
Table 49 Contrast between [+back] and [-back] 
 [+back]   [-back]  
/u/ [aɾúkʰ] to thread /i/ [aɾíkʰ] to lead 
 [aɓúkʰ] to pour out  [aɓíkʰ] to stay 
 [apʰúr] to steal  [apʰír] to be fat 
 [aitʰúɲ] to shoot, but not deep 

enough 
 [aitʰíŋ] to come to an end 
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/ʊ/ [aɕʊ́l] to live together /ɪ/ [aɕɪĺ] to watch 
 [aɗʊ́pʰ] to be able  [aɗɪṕʰ] to resemble 
 [amʊ́r] to plaster a house with mud  [amɪŕ] to sell 
 [amʊ́tʰ] to finish off  [amɪt́ʰ] to go dry 
/o/ [aʃó] to be straight /e/ [aʃé] to smooth a hide 
 [apʰór] to creep, climb  [apʰér] to lie down 
 [aɾótʰ] to have diarrhoea  [aɾétʰ] to help 
 [aiɠór] to groan  [aiɠér] to make beauty scars 
/ɔ/ [aʃɔŕ] to massage /ɛ/ [aʃɛŕ] to belch 
 [aɓɔĺ] to pry open  [aɓɛĺ] to beat with sth 
 [aʃɔṕʰ] to slaughter  [aʃɛṕʰ] to follow alongside 
 [aɗɔ]́ to be red  [aɗɛ]́ to shell 
/a/ [aláŋ] to cross over /e/ [aléŋ] to be grassy 
 [aʃá] to rain  [aʃé] to smooth a hide 
 [aɾá] to be  [aɾé] to step on 
 [apʰá] long ago  [apʰé] to sweep dust with fingers 
/a/ [amán] to surround /ɛ/ [amɛń] to despise 
 [aɗár] to scream  [aɗɛŕ] to chat 
 [aɠám] to grip  [aɠɛḿ] to stop a blood flow 
 [alakʰʊ́] to untie  [alɛkʰʊ́] to have leftover food 
 

Within the set of back vowels, there is a contrast in rounding. 
 

Table 50 Contrast between [+round] and [-round] 
 [+round]   [-round]  
/u/ [aɓúkʰ] to pour out /a/ [aɓákʰ] to treat 
 [aú̩̩r] to listen carefully  [aá̩r̩] to kill 
 [amún] to pinch  [amán] to surround 
 [aŋúr] to cut off  [aŋár] to share 
/ʊ/ [aɕʊ́m] to store (milk) /a/ [aʃám] to love, like 
 [aɕʊ́l] to live together  [aʃál] to be weak 
 [amʊ́tʰ] to finish off  [amátʰ] to drink 
 [anʊ́kʰ] to fill a hole with soil  [anákʰ] to suckle 
/o/ [aʃó] to be straight /a/ [aʃá] to rain 
 [aó̩̩ɕ] to hit  [aá̩ɕ̩] to get stuck in the throat 
 [aó̩̩r] to sweep  [aá̩r̩] to kill 
 [alóm] to be jealous  [alám] to stand aloof 
/ɔ/ [aʃɔĺ] to melt /a/ [aʃál] to be weak 
 [aɓɔŕ] to be calm  [aɓár] to increase the herd 
 [alɔḱʰ] to seduce  [alákʰ] to pay 
 [aŋɔŕ] to be incomplete  [aŋár] to share 
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The data above has shown that vowels contrast in height, backness, and rounding. Also 

[ɪ] and [e] on one hand and [ʊ] and [o] on the other contrast. (Contrast in [ATR] will be 
discussed below.) 

 
Table 51 Contrast between [+high][-ATR] and [-high][+ATR] vowels 

 [+high][-ATR]  [-high][+ATR] 
/ɪ/ [apʰɪ]́ to be sharp /e/ [apʰé] to sweep dust with the fingers 
 [aɓɪɾɪ]́ to sip through the teeth  [apʰeɾíé] to sleep in a given manner 
 [apʰɪḱʰ] to put  [atʰékʰ] to change course 
 [ɪŕan] anxiety, concern  [éɾo] Young manǃ (VOC) 

/ʊ/ [amʊ́r] to plaster a house with 
mud/dung 

/o/ [amór] to insult 

 [aʊ̩̩́tʰ] to point at  [aó̩̩tʰ] to scoop out a well 
 [aɪpʰʊ́tʰ] to fill  [aɪpʰótʰ] to call 
 [aɕʊ́m] to store (milk)  [aʃómo] to go, to have gone 

 

2.2.2 ATR 
The feature [ATR] (advanced tongue root) is a very prominent feature in Samburu. Vowels 
that differ just in [ATR] value contrast, but the feature is also very prone to harmony 
modification. Note that the vowel /a/ occurs with both [ATR] sets within a single word, and 
that a negative [ATR] value cannot be explained by vowel weakening in unstressed syllables. 

There are a few, though not many, minimal pairs based on [ATR] value alone. 
 
Table 52 Lexical contrast between [+ATR] and [-ATR] 

 [+ATR]   [-ATR]  
/i/ [amítʰ] to refuse /ɪ/ [amɪt́ʰ] to go dry 
 [aipʰíɗ] to struggle/bother  [aɪpʰɪɗ́] to straighten 

/e/ [mɓéné] leaves /ɛ/ [mɓɛńɛ]́ bag 

 [aikʰén] to close  [aɪkʰɛń] to count 
 [aɗé] Shh! (a warning signal 

to be quiet) 
 [aɗɛ]́ later 

/u/ [alútʰ] to remove sth from 
underneath sth else 

/ʊ/ [alʊ́tʰ] to urinate 

 [akʰurú] to discover  [akʰʊrʊ́] to tighten sth tightly 
 [akʰútʰ] to hide/refuse/come 

out 
 [akʰʊ́tʰ] to blow 

 [aiɕú] to be alive  [aɪɕʊ́] to finish off 
/o/ [aɓól] to open /ɔ/ [aɓɔĺ] to pry open the jaw of a cow 

 [aŋór] to shoot an arrow/gun  [aŋɔŕ] to be incomplete 
 [aipʰókʰ] to paint  [aɪpʰɔḱʰ] to jab 
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There is at least one minimal morpheme pair that differs phonologically only by [ATR] 

value. The inchoative suffix is /-u/ while the ventive suffix is /-ʊ/. But as inchoative suffixes 
mostly are used with stative verbs, and ventive suffixes mostly with motion verbs, it is 
difficult to find minimal word pairs involving the [ATR] value in a contrastive way in 
grammatical morphemes. However, Table 53 does present one such word pair. 

 
Table 53 [+ATR] versus [-ATR] in contrasting grammatical morphemes 
[aa̩p̩ʰʊ́] ventive suffix to raise up, to give support 
[aa̩p̩ʰú] inchoative suffix to become pregnant 

 
The root /ap/ has the meaning ‘to be pregnant’ and occurs also without any suffix. It 

does not, however, have another meaning related to ‘to raise’ or ‘to support’ that occurs 
without the ventive suffix, though a root with such a meaning can be seen in the verb 
[aapʰaɾɛ]́ ‘to assist, to support’. 

The feature [ATR] generally extends over the entire word, though /a/ occurs with either 
[+ATR] or [-ATR] vowels. This is explained in greater detail in 4.1 where [ATR] harmony is 
discussed.  

2.2.3 Vowel clusters and moras 
Any vowel can occur in sequences of identical vowels. The examples in Table 54 show that 
vowel duration is a contrastive phenomenon in Samburu, as it can mark both grammatical 
and lexical differences. This suggests that study of moras has much to contribute to the 
understanding of Samburu vowel clusters; duration differences, which can be described as 
variation in number of moras, sometimes carry meaning contrasts. 
 
Table 54 Vowel length contrasts 
[aitʰúkʰ] to wash (SG)  [áa̩i̩tʰukʰ] to wash (PL) 
[óítʰukʰ] [he/she] who washes  [ó̩ó̩itʰúkʰ] [they] who wash (PL) 
[sɪpʰɪĺ ɛ ́mpɛɾ́ɛ]́ the blade of the spear  [sipʰilí eé̩ ̩mperíá] the blades of the spears 
[káʃám] I love  [káa̩ʃ̩ám] He/she loves me 
 

Clusters of two dissimilar vowels occur frequently in Samburu. Table 55 shows that 
these clusters are most common word finally, but they are also common word medially. 
Word initially only clusters with a high vowel as the second phone occur, mostly (but not 
always) for morphological reasons.  

The examples in Table 55 show vowel clusters constituting one syllable. Sometimes it is 
difficult to determine the syllable breaks, especially if a bimoraic vowel cluster with two 
dissimilar vowels is involved. As the bimoraic clusters often are ambiguous in terms of 
syllable count, only monomoraic clusters are included in the table. 

No word initial clusters with high vowels are attested, as such clusters are interpreted as 
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a semivowel plus a vowel.  
 
Table 55 Vowel clusters of one mora 
 Word initially Word medially Word finally 
/ie/ not attested [aɾisieɾé] to resemble [aɓarníé] to shave with 

/ɪɛ/ not attested [aɪlɪɛpʰʊ́] to come up [aɪsɪmaɾɪɛ́]́ to kidnap 

/iu/ not attested not attested  [aitʰipʰíú] to resurrect 
/ɪʊ/ not attested not attested  [aɪɕɪʊ́́] to recover from 

illness 
/io/ not attested [ŋkóɾioŋ] back [aɾisíó] to resemble in 

measure or age 
/ia/ not attested not attested  [lɓeníá] bags 
/ɪa/ not attested [aɪɕɪa̩ak̩ʰɪnɔ]́ to be fitting [aɪŋasɪá́] to be amazed 

/ei/ [(ɛɪtʰʊ́) 
eitʰúkʰ] 

he does 
(not) wash35 

[lameitʰín] droughts [ɾéɾéí] word 

/ɛɪ/ [ɛɪtʰʊ́] not [lmárɛɪ́t́ʰa] phratries, 
clans 

[lmáɾɛɪ́]́ phratry, clan 

/ɛʊ/ not attested not attested  [pʰɛńɛʊ] a little 
/ai/ [aitʰúkʰ] to wash [sɪ ́á̩ɪ̩tʰɪń] works [lasâî] termite 
/aɪ/ [aɪsʊ́ɕ] to wash 

untensils 
[asaɪʃɔ]́ to beg 

aggressively 
[ŋkásɪḿáɪ]́ minor infections 

in children 
/aɛ/ not attested not attested  [lɓâɛ]̂ large wound 
/au/ [auló] outside (the 

kraal) 
[ainauɾú] to become 

tired 
[laʃáú] bull calves 

/aʊ/ not attested [ŋkaɪráʊ́ráʊ́] leather wrist 
bracelet 

[lkɪkʰáʊ́] first-born child 

/ui/ not attested not attested  [lkúɾúí] maggot 
/ʊɪ/ not attested [aɪɠʊɪɠʊjaɾɪ]́ to crawl [lpʊɗʊ̂ɪ]̂ intestinal worm 
/ue/ not attested [ŋúési] animals [ŋkúé] head 

/ʊɛ/ not attested [aɠʊɛtʰʊ́] to carve out not attested  

/uo/ not attested [áapʰuonu] to come (PL) [áapʰuo] to go (PL) 
/ʊɔ/ not attested [sʊ́ɔḿɪ]́ livestock 

(SG) 
not attested  

/ua/ not attested [ŋkuaɾíé] night [súɾua] blue 
/ʊa/ not attested [aɪɠʊaná] to hold a 

meeting 
[aɗʊ́á] to be bitter 

/oi/ [óítʰukʰ] (he) who 
washes 

[lólóítʰo] adultery [ŋkipʰoɾôî] scar 

/ɔɪ/ [ɔɪ́ɓ́ʊŋ] (he) who 
catches 

[áaɓɔɪtʰa] to live 
together 

[lkɪɗɔŋɔɪ̂]̂ tail 

                                            
35 The verb form [eitʰúkʰ] does not normally occur in isolation (the isolation form is typically [keitʰúkʰ]), and hence 
the word is given in a context in this example. 
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/ou/ not attested [kaɗóútʰa] I am coming 
down 

not attested  

 
Vowel clusters can carry one, two, or even three moras. In Table 56 the number of 

moras in the first column and the tones given in the second column refer to moras and 
tones only in the vowel cluster of the word that follows in column 3. The tones column 
shows that rising tone, or combinations of low and high tones, are not allowed in 
monomoraic clusters.36 

 
Table 56 Mora count 
Moras Tones Example Gloss 
μ H + H [sʊ́ɲáɪ]́ sand 
μ  L + L [nkaʊtʰɪ]́ in-law 
μ F37 [mʊtʰâɪ]̂ calamity 
μ μ H + H [sáá̩l̩] nine 
μ μ L + L [pʰɔɔ̩k̩ɪ]́ every, all 
μ μ H + L [tʰáa̩t̩ʰá] now 
μ μ H + F [ŋkú̩ô̩] female kid 
μ μ L + H [lɓaá̩]̩ gully 
μ μ L + F [saɛ̩ ̩n̂] beads 
μ μ μ H + H + H [ŋkú̩ó̩ó̩] female kids 
μ μ μ H + L + L [ɔ̩áa̩ʃ̩ám] [they] who love 
μ μ μ L + H + H [o̩áá̩p̩ʰárú] [they] who remember 
μ μ μ L + H + F [ɔá̩â̩s̩] [they] who do 

 
Rising tone on one single mora is not attested in the data. In Table 57, ‘words’ might at 

first glance appear to have a rising tone on the last syllable. However, this is a two-mora 
sequence (in contrast the singular form ‘word’ has just a single final mora and does not 
have a rising tone pattern). 

 
Table 57 Low-high tone pattern with two moras 
[ɾéɾéí] word 
[ɾéɾei̩ ̩]́ words 
 

2.3 Tone 
Samburu might be thought of as having three tones. Table 58 shows how they are 
represented in this work. 

                                            
36 Syllable count is not taken into account in this table. 
37 The falling tone can be explained as a high tone and a low tone occuring on the same mora and hence fused into 
one tone contour. 
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Table 58 Tones 
/á/ high tone 

/a/ low tone 

/â/ falling tone, which occurs only in word final syllables 
 

The falling tone can be interpreted as a high tone and a low tone carried by one single 
mora; thus, the underlying inventory can be reduced to two phonemic tones.  

Every mora in a vowel or vowel cluster carries one of these three tones. Research done 
by Rasmussen 2002 shows that the mora is the tone bearing unit (TBU) in Il-Keekonyokie 
Maa; he also refers to research done by Levergood 1990 which established the mora as the 
TBU in Arusa Maa. 38 Not surprisingly, research done on Samburu by Wagner brings forward 
similar evidence.39 

Almost every word carries at least one high or falling tone, with only a few exceptions.40 
The language also exhibits downdrift and downstep processes, which are discussed below. 
Tone melodies on roots and affixes need more investigation (but see Tucker and Mpaayei 
1955 for lists of nominal tone melodies in Maasai). More research is also needed on what 
happens when tone melodies from different morphemes come together within comples 
words. 

2.3.1 Lexical tone 
A few pairs of words can be shown to differ on the basis of tone alone. 
 
Table 59 Lexical tone contrast 
[sotʰûâ] walking stick 
[sótʰúá] friend 
[ltɛṕʰɛś] acacia tree 
[ltɛṕʰɛs] acacia trees 
 

Such pairs are, however, rare. Nevertheless, the tone patterns of different noun stems, 
at least, are not predictable and must be learned as part of the arbitrary forms of words. 

2.3.2 Grammatical tone 
Perhaps functionally more important than lexical differences in tone are the grammatical 
differences that tone causes in Samburu. At least the grammatical contrasts discussed 

                                            
38 Rasmussen 2002:20. 
39 Wagner 2001. 
40 At least [aa] ‘which’, [ʄa] ‘just’, [koɾe] ‘Where?’ and [koɾe] ‘DISCOURSE MARKER’ carry low tones only. These 
words never occur in isolation, they always occur in phrases. 
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below are attributed to tone alone.41 
Every Samburu noun, as well as its modifiers, has two case forms each, for both singular 

and plural forms. The two cases differ in tone alone. These forms have traditionally been 
called the accusative and nominative case forms (see Tucker and Mpaayei 1955). Compare 
the following examples: 
 

(1.) [kɛ̩á́r̩  lmʊranɪ ́ lŋátʰúɲ] 
 /k- ɛ- aɾ l- mʊranɪ ́ l- ŋátúɲ/ 
 K- 3- kill MASC- warrior.NOM MASC- lion.ACC 
 The warrior will kill the lion. 
 

(2.) [kɛ̩á́r̩  lmʊ́ránɪ  lŋatʰúɲ] 
 /k- ɛ- aɾ l- mʊ́ránɪ l- ŋatúɲ/ 
 K- 3- kill MASC- warrior.ACC MASC- lion.NOM 
 The lion will kill the warrior. 
 

(3.) [néʄókʰí  nɪńtʃɛ  j:esó] 42 
 /n- ɛ- ʄó(k) -í nɪńcɛ j:esó/ 
 NAR- 3- tell -DAT they.NOM Jesus.ACC 
 They told Jesus:… 
 

(4.) [néʄókʰí  nɪntʃɛ ́ j:éso] 
 /n- ɛ- ʄó(k) -í nɪncɛ ́ j:éso/ 
 NAR- 3- tell -DAT they.ACC Jesus.NOM 
 Jesus told them:… 
 

The word order in Samburu is verb – more topical – less topical. Often this means a VSO 
word order, as the subject often is more topical than the object. But sometimes the object is 
more topical than the subject, and then the word order will be VOS. The examples above 
show this distinction, which is difficult to catch in the English gloss. However, definite 
pronouns like ’they/them’ are typically not used unless the speaker assumes the hearer 
knows already who is being referred to – i.e. the pronominal referent is typically more 
topical than a nominal referent. 

The following two examples show the tonal difference between nominative and 
accusative case forms, where the word order is normal in both cases. 
 

                                            
41 Many examples correspond to forms found in Rasmussen 2002:227-243 for Maasai, but are adjusted to represent 
the Samburu language. 
42 Low tones are raised phrase initally, see 2.3.3, which explains why the very first tone in the example is phonetically 
high, but phonologically low. 
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(5.) [kéísápʰúkʰ   sílê] 
 /k- ɛ- ɪ- sapuk sílê/ 
 K- 3- II- be.big debt.NOM 
 The debt is big. 
 

(6.) [káá̩t̩ʰa  síle] 
 /k- a- ata síle/ 
 K- 1 SG- have debt.ACC 
 I have a debt. 
 

The nominative case form is used not only on grammatical subjects, but also after the 
oblique preposition tɛ. 

 
(7.) [kéítʰukʰ  ŋɔtʰɔɲɛ ́ ŋkɛɾ́áɪ ́ ɛɲɛ ́ tʰa  ŋkáɾɛ  námololoŋ] 

 /K- ɛ- ɪ- tuk ŋɔtɔɲɛ ́ ŋ- kɛɾ́áɪ ́ ɛɲɛ ́
 K- 3- II- wash his.mother.NOM FEM- child.ACC her.ACC 
 
 tɛ ŋ- káɾɛ ná- mololoŋ/ 
 PREP FEM- water.NOM REL- lukewarm.NOM 
 The mother washes her child with lukewarm water. 
 

The accusative case form has a wider range of use than on grammatical objects only. It 
is, for example, used after the discourse marker kore, and even on subjects in certain 
constructions. 

 
(8.) [amʊ̂  koɾe  ŋkiɕúi  náa  kɛ̩á́t̩ʰa  tʰɪṕʰatʰ  aláŋ  nɗáa̩]̩ 

 /amʊ̂ koɾe ŋ- kiɕúi naa k- ɛ- ata 
 because DISC FEM- life.ACC DISC K- 3- have 
 
 tɪṕat aláŋ n- ɗáa̩/̩  
 meaning.ACC more.than FEM- food.ACC  
 Because life is more important than food […] 

 
Further, many verbs in 2nd and 3rd person differ between singular and plural only by 

differences in tones. The difference between the singular and the plural forms often appears 
on the last syllable (though not always), and often a falling tone or a downstepped high tone 
is contrasted to either a high or a low tone. Downstep is discussed in greater detail in 2.3.3. 
 

(9.) [ɪɓ́áʊ́] 
 /ɪ- ɓaʊ/ 
 2- arrive 
 You (SG) will arrive. 
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(10.) [ɪɓ́áʊ̩̩̂] 
 /ɪ- ɓaʊ/ 
 2- arrive 
 You (PL) will arrive. 
 
(11.) [ké!tʰóɓóló] 
 /k- ɛ- tV- ɓol -o(k)/ 
 K- 3- PERF- open -PERF 
 He opened it. 
 
(12.) [kétʰóɓólô] 
 /k- ɛ- tV- ɓol -o(k)/ 
 K- 3- PERF- open -PERF 
 They opened it. 
 
(13.) [kéíkʰéno] 
 /k- ɛ- ɪ- ken -o(k)/ 
 K- 3- II- open -PERF 
 He shut it. 
 
(14.) [kéíkʰén!ó] 
 /k- ɛ- ɪ- ken -o(k)/ 
 K- 3- II- open -PERF 
 They shut it. 
 

Tone marks the difference between the subjunctive and the negative indicative forms of 
verbs belonging to class II: 
 
(15.) [méísisi  ŋkái̩ ̩]́ 
 /m- ɛ- ɪ- sis -i ŋkáí/ 
 SUBJN- 3- II- praise -PASS God.ACC 
 Praise God! (Lit. May God be praised!) 
 
(16.) [meisisí  ŋkái̩ ̩]́ 
 /m- ɛ- ɪ- sis -i ŋkáí/ 
 NEG- 3- II- praise -PASS God.ACC 
 May God not be praised! 
 

Perfective passive versus dative imperfective is sometimes expressed by tone, as shown 
in the examples below: 
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(17.) [káa̩i̩tʰukʰokʰí] 
 /k- áa- ɪ- tuk -o(k) -ɪ/ 
 K- 3S1O- II- wash -PERF -PASS 
 I was washed. 
 
(18.) [káa̩i̩tʰukʰókʰi] 
 /k- áa- ɪ- tuk -oki(n)/ 
 K- 3S1O- II- wash -DAT.IMPF 
 He will wash for me. 
 

There is a contrast between perfective and imperfective in the following examples. It is 
not clear, however, if these words represent “plain” perfective and imperfective respectively, 
or if the word final /a/ in the imperfective actually has a grammatical function. In the analysis 
below I assume that it is part of the verb root. Alternatively, the final /a/ might be interpreted 
as the perfective suffix in the first example, and in the second example as a suffix with 
unknown function.  

 
(19.) [káɪŕɪt́ʰá] 
 /k- a- ɪ- rita/  
 K- 1SG- II- look after.PERF  
 I looked after them [e.g. cows]. 

 
(20.) [káɪŕɪt́ʰa] 
 /k- a- ɪ- rita/  
 K- 1SG- II- look after.IMPF  
 I will look after them [e.g. cows]. 
 

In the examples below the only difference between active voice perfective aspect and 
middle voice imperfective aspect is the tone of the verb. Within the middle imperfectives, 
there is a tonal contrast between stative middles and dynamic middles. Here also the 
perfective form is contrasted for singular and plural, with a total of four different tone 
patterns as a result: 
 
(21.) [kéíɗóŋó] 
 /k- ɛ- ɪ- ɗoŋ -o(k)/ 
 K- 3- II- beat -PERF.SG 
 He beat it. 
 
(22.) [kéíɗóŋô] 
 /k- ɛ- ɪ- ɗoŋ -o(k)/ 
 K- 3- II- beat -PERF.PL 
 They beat it. 
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(23.) [keiɗóŋo] 
 /k- ɛ- ɪ- ɗoŋ -o/ 
 K- 3- II- beat -MID.STAT  
 He is/they are beaten. 
 
(24.) [keiɗóŋ!ó] 
 /k- ɛ- ɪ- ɗoŋ -o/ 
 K- 3- II- beat -MID.DYN 
 They will beat each other. 
 

Another tonal contrast is found in the perfect versus imperfect of causative instrumental 
verbs of class I. In the examples below the tonal difference between singular and plural is 
also shown, resulting in three words with identical segments, but different tones. 

 
(25.) [káa̩i̩tʰuɗuŋíé] 
 /k- áa- ɪtV- ɗuŋ -ie/ 
 K- 3S1O- CAUS- cut -INSTR.PERF.SG 
 He made me cut using it. 

 
(26.) [káa̩i̩tʰuɗuŋîê] 
 /k- áa- ɪtV- ɗuŋ -ie/ 
 K- 3S1O- CAUS- cut -INSTR.PERF.PL 
 They made me cut using it. 

 
(27.) [káa̩i̩tʰuɗúŋie] 
 /k- áa- ɪtV- ɗuŋ -ie/ 
 K- 3S1O- CAUS- cut -INSTR.IMPF 
 He/they will make me cut using it. 

 
Likewise, there is a tonal contrast between the perfective and imperfective of class II 

causative verbs. As above, also the singular and plural tonal distinction is displayed in the 
examples below. 

 
(28.) [káa̩i̩ɠeɾíé] 
 /k- áa- ɪ - ɠeɾ -ie/ 
 K- 3S1O- II- write -CAUS.PERF.SG 
 He made me write. 

 
(29.) [káa̩i̩ɠeɾîê] 
 /k- áa- ɪ - ɠeɾ -ie/ 
 K- 3S1O- II- write -CAUS.PERF.PL 
 They made me write. 
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(30.) [káa̩i̩ɠeɾie] 
 /k- áa- ɪ - ɠeɾ -ie/ 
 K- 3S1O- II- write -CAUS.IMPF 
 He/they will make me write. 

 
Tone is involved in yet another contrast: the contrast between the causative on class I 

perfective verbs, and imperatives. 
 

(31.) [íntúɗúŋ!ó  ltʃɛnɪ ́ lálɛḿ] 
 /ɪ- ɪtV-43 ɗuŋ -o(k) l- cɛnɪ ́ l- álɛḿ/ 
 2- CAUS- cut -PERF MASC- tree.ACC MASC- knife.ACC 
 You made the knife cut the tree. 

 
(32.) [íntuɗuŋó  ltʃɛnɪ ́ lálɛḿ] 
 /ɪ- ɪtV- ɗuŋ -o l- cɛnɪ ́ l- álɛḿ/ 
 2- CAUS- cut -IMP MASC- tree.ACC MASC- knife.ACC 
 Make the knife cut the tree! 

 
Certain verb prefixes that combine subject and object marking also contrast with other 

prefixes in tone. First, the ‘3rd person subject plus 1st person singular object’ prefix (3S1O) 
áa- contrast with the ‘1st person subject plus 2nd person object’ prefix (1S2O) áá-. 

 
(33.) [káa̩t̩ʰoɠoɾokʰíne] 
 /k- áa- tV- ɠoɾ -oki(n) -e/ 
 K- 3S1O- PERF- be.angry -DAT.IMPF -MID.PERF 
 He became angry at me. 

 
(34.) [káá̩t̩ʰóɠóɾókʰíne] 
 /k- áá- tV- ɠoɾ -oki(n) -e/ 
 K- 1S2O- PERF- be.angry -DAT.IMPF -MID.PERF 
 I became angry at you. 

 
Second, the prefix marking either ‘3rd person subject plus 2nd person object’ or ‘2nd 

person subject plus 1st person object’ (3S2O/2S1O) contrasts with the ‘1st person plural 
subject’ prefix in tone. 

 

                                            
43 The morpheme alternation which can be observed in this example – the /ɪ/ in /ɪtV-/ changes to [n] in [ntV-] – is 
described in 5.1. 
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(35.) [ɪḱʰɪɓ́!árn] 
 /ɪkɪ- ɓarn/ 
 3S2O/2S1O- shave 
 He will shave you./You will shave me. 

 
(36.) [ɪḱʰɪɓârn] 
 /ɪkɪ- ɓarn/ 
 1PL- shave 
 We will shave. 

 

2.3.3 Tone modifications 
As Wagner 1997 observes, low tones are often raised on initial syllables and high tones are 
lowered on final syllables. The following example shows how a low tone is raised phrase 
initially, giving rise to a phonetically high tone, while a high tone is lowered phrase finally, 
giving rise to a phonetically low or lowered tone. 
 
(37.) [néʄókʰí  nɪńtʃɛ  j:eso] 
 /n- ɛ- ʄó(k) -í nɪńcɛ j:esó/ 
 NAR- 3- tell -DAT they.NOM Jesus.ACC 
 They told Jesus: […] 
 

The phonetic output will conform to the phonological form when the position is not 
phrase initial or phrase final. 

 
(38.) [koɾe  ŋolé  neʄókʰí  nɪńtʃɛ  j:esó  a ̩áʄ̩o] 
 / koɾe ŋolé n- ɛ- ʄó(k) -í nɪńcɛ j:esó a ̩áʄ̩o/ 
 DISC yesterday NAR- 3- tell -DAT they.NOM Jesus.ACC COMP 
 Yesterday they told Jesus that […] 

 
Wagner 1997 also describes a tonal fusion process which operates over word 

boundaries in fast speech, such that the final high tone(s) of a word are inherited by the first 
syllable of following word: 44 
 
(39.) [sáa̩í̩  áʄa]? 

 /sáa   -í aʄá/ 
 hour  -PL how many? 
 What time is it? 
 

The word affected by the tonal fusion in the example above is [áʄa], which in isolation or 

                                            
44 Wagner 1997:6. 
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in other contexts, i.e. phonemically, is /aʄá/. The last tone is phonemically high, but is 
phonetically lowered in example 39 due to its phrase final position. 

Tucker and Mpaayei describe in their Maasai grammar a downdrift process, “i.e. the 
gradual sinking of the voice as the sentence proceeds”.45 The rule is that when a low tone 
occurs after a high tone, all subsequent high tones will be lower than the previous high 
tone, which occured before the intervening low tone. This is illustrated in Figure 5, where the 
utterance starts with two high tones, continues with three low tones followed by a high tone 
lower than the first two highs, and finally a low tone and a high tone, where the high tone is 
even lower than the previous high tone. 
 
(40.) [kóɖól  ntomononí  nɪɲɛ]́? 

 /K-   ɛ- ɖól n- tomononí nɪɲɛ/́ 
 K-  3- see FEM- woman.NOM him.ACC 
 The woman sees him. 
 

 
Figure 5 Downdrift 

 
Another similar key-lowering phenomenon, downstep, operates both within words and 

across word boundaries in declarative clauses. Downstep differs from downdrift in that no 
(synchronic) intervening low tone needs to be involved.46  In Samburu it also occurs 
inherently in some words and sometimes it carries grammatical meaning, as seen in 2.3.2.  

In the example below five low tones follow a high tone. Figure 6 shows the phonetic 
realisation of the low tones – the first low tone is phonetically higher than the rest, the 
following three are at about the same pitch level, while the last tone is lowest. 

                                            
45 Tucker & Mpaayei 1955:170-171. 
46 Downstep may syncronically or diacronically be downdrift, but the low tone has been deleted. See Leben 1973:71. 
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A failure to note downdrift and downstep would require the analyst to posit a level mid 
tone, which would not be phonemic. 

 
(41.) [éntuɗuŋiʃeɾe] 

 /en- tV- ɗuŋ -iɕeɾe/ 
 2 PL- IMP- cut -INTRANS.INSTR 

 Use it for cutting! (you PL) 
 

 
Figure 6 Downstep 

 
Some words carry a downstep property inherently word internally, while the entire word 

will be downstepped in other cases. The examples below illustrate this: the words in 
examples 42 and 44 below are downstepped word internally, while the entire word is 
downstepped in examples 43 and 45 below. 

Downstep is marked with a raised exclamation mark, / ! /: 
 
(42.) [i ̩é́w̩ːo  íjː!é] 
 /ɪ-  ewːo ijːe/ 
 2- came you.SG.NOM 
 You came. 
  
(43.) [káɾá  nanʊ́  ŋk!ɛɾ́áɪ]́ 
 /k- a- ɾa nanʊ́ n- kɛɾ́áɪ/ 
 K-  1SG- be I.NOM FEM- child.ACC 
 I am a child. 
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(44.) [kátʰɔɗ́ú̩a ̩ ntítʰ!ó] 
 /k- a- tV- ɗu -a n- tító/ 
 K- 1SG- PERF- see -PERF FEM- girl.ACC 
 I saw a girl. 
 

Word internal downstep will be overridden if another word follows in the same 
phonological phrase. Note that /íjː!é/, which is downstepped in example 42, is not 
downstepped in example 45. Similarly, /ntít!ó/ is downstepped in example 44, but not in 
example 46. 
 
(45.) [ɪɾ́á  íjːé  ŋk!ɛɾ́áɪ]́ 
 /ɪ- ɾa íjːé n- kɛɾ́áɪ/́ 
 2- be you.SG.NOM FEM- child.ACC 
 You are a child. 
 
(46.) [kátʰɔɗ́ú̩a ̩ nanʊ́  ntítʰó  naɓô] 
 /k-  a- tV- ɗu -a nanʊ́ n- tító na- ɓô/ 
 K- 1SG- PERF- see -PERF I.NOM FEM- girl.ACC REL.FEM.SG- one.ACC 
 I saw one girl. 
 

Just like downstep is overridden if another word follows, falling tones are raised (or 
simplified) to high tone when another word follows. Compare these two examples, where 
the falling tone surfaces when the word is pronounced in isolation: 

 
(47.) [ɪḱʰɪɓârn] 
 /ɪkɪ- ɓarn/ 
 1PL shave 
 We will shave. 

 
(48.) [ɪḱʰɪɓárn  tʰéísíéɾe] 
 /ɪkɪ- ɓarn  téísíéɾe/ 
 1PL shave tomorrow 
 We will shave tomorrow. 

 
Phonetic tone is also affected by phrase level intonation patterns, such as question 

intonation.47 

3 Syllable pattern 
The distinction between light syllables and heavy syllables helps us describe the Samburu 
syllable system. Heavy syllables are syllables with a branching rhyme, i.e. a vowel cluster 

                                            
47 Most of this section is adapted from Wagner 1997:6-7. 
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which is either bimoraic or a syllable with a coda. 
V and VC syllable types are rare. What looks like complex onsets I interpret as syllables 

with a preceding extra-syllabic segment, outside the main syllable structure. These 
segments occur only word initially and virtually always represent separate morphemes (as 
gender prefix morphemes or the class II prefix allophone). Coda clusters occur only word 
finally. The coda clusters are the ones discussed in 2.1.7.1, i.e. a trill + an alveolar nasal or 
voiceless explosive stop, or an alveolar nasal + a voiceless alveolar explosive stop. 

Apart from these restrictions, all syllable types can occur both word initially and word 
finally. All syllable types apart from CV̩V̩C and CVCC syllables have been attested word 
medially. 

Any consonant can occur as an onset, and any consonant except for the semivowels can 
occur as codas, as long as the coda is word final. Word medial codas are restricted to the 
lateral, a nasal, and the trill; see 2.1.7 for details and examples. 

Single syllable words are accepted as long as they have a coda or a bimoraic nucleus. 
Light open monosyllabic words are also allowed as long as they are preceded by an extra-
syllabic segment (i.e. with a gender prefix, class II prefix or similar). 48 This indicates that all 
Samburu words are at least bimoraic, if we count the extra-syllabic segment as a mora.49 

In the table below syllable breaks are indicated by a full stop while extra-syllabic 
segments are listed as (C) in brackets. The examples show that syllables with both a 
bimoraic nucleus (V̩V̩) and a complex coda (CC) are not attested – this indicates that there 
are limitations as to how complex the syllables can be. 
 
Table 60 Syllable patterns 
Syllable type   Example Gloss 
light open CV [lá.kʰɪ.́ɾá] star 
   [kʊ.lɛ]́ milk 
  V [ú.ɾo] axe 
   [a.ɓól] to open 
  (C)CV [ŋkó] takeǃ 
   [lkɪ]́ breasts 
heavy open CV̩V̩ [lɛ̩ɛ́]̩ man, gentleman 
   [ɾéi̩ ̩.́tʰái̩ ̩]́ sticks used in house 

construction 
  V̩V̩ [ó̩ê]̩ Yes? What? (used by men) 
   [ee̩ ̩]́ yes 
  (C)CV̩V̩ [lwːaó̩̩] wind 
   [ntʃo̩ó̩] herd of cattle 
heavy closed CVC [lôm] jealousy 

                                            
48 The word [ʄa] ‘just’ could be seen as an exception. On the other hand, it never occurs isolated, but always follows 
another word. 
49 Wagner 2001:18-19. 
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   [náŋ.kʰân] clothes 
  VC [ɪt́ʰ] name of a tree (PL) 
   [én.tʃom] Go! (PL) 
  CVCC [múrt] neck 
   [a.ɓárn] to shave 
  (C)CVC [ntʃán] rain 
   [nɗâpʰ] palm 
  (C)CVCC [lkúrtʰ] maggots 
   [ŋkárn] names 
  CV̩V̩C [tʰɔɔ̩̩ḿ] fat in camel’s hump 
   [sáá̩l̩] nine 
  V̩V̩C [aá̩ɾ̩] to beat, kill  
   [aá̩s̩] to do 
  CV̩V̩CC not attested  
  (C)CV̩V̩C [ntɔ̩ɔ̩́ṕʰ] lateral half of rib cage with 

internal organs 
  

   [nɗɔ̩ɔ̩́ŕ] morning feeding of cattle 
  (C)CV̩V̩CC not attested  
 

4 Phonological processes 
The major phonological processes operating in Samburu are described below. As they 
account for most of the phonetic and phonological variation also affecting morphemes, 
most of the Samburu morphophonology is included in this section. 

4.1 ATR harmony 
As briefly mentioned above in 2.2.2, [ATR] harmony is a prominent feature in Samburu. The 
[+ATR] feature is dominant. All morphemes, including roots of words, that inherently carry 
[-ATR] vowels and that can be modified by [+ATR] affixes, have a [+ATR] allomorph. The 
[+ATR] allomorph is used when a [+ATR] affix modifies the word in question. The following 
examples show how a [+ATR] suffix changes the [ATR] value of a word, causing the word to 
make use of its [+ATR] allomorph: 
 
a) morphemes with [-ATR] vowels 
(49.) [aɗɔ]́ 
 /a- ɗɔ(ɾ)50/ 
 INF.SG be.blood-red 
 to be blood-red 
 

                                            
50 The consonants in brackets are underlying consonants that often surface when suffixes are added. They are probably 
historic remnants of old forms of the language. 
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(50.) [kɛɗ́ɔ]́ 
 /k- ɛ- ɗɔ(ɾ)/ 
 K 3 be.blood-red 
 He/she/it is blood-red. 
 
b) morphemes with [+ATR] vowels 
(51.) [aɗoɾú] 
 /a- ɗɔ(ɾ) -u/ 
 INF.SG be.blood-red INCHOATIVE 
 to become blood-red 
 
(52.) [keɗoɾú] 
 /k- ɛ- ɗɔ(ɾ) -u/ 
 K 3 be.blood-red INCHOATIVE 
 He/she/it will become blood-red. 

 
The inventory of Samburu affixes contains affixes of both [ATR] types. But as the [+ATR] 

feature is dominant, all [-ATR] affixes also have a [+ATR] allomorph, while inherently 
[+ATR] affixes do not have [-ATR] variants. The [-ATR] affixes are attached to roots with  
[-ATR] vowels, while the [+ATR] allomorphs are attached to roots with [+ATR] vowels, and 
have the ability to trigger underlying [-ATR] morphemes to switch to their [+ATR] 
allomorphs. The following morphemes serve as illustration of this (hyphens are added to 
help the reader identify the relevant affix): 

 
Table 61 –ATR morphemes with +ATR allomorphs 
Verb modification/ 
noun type 

[-ATR] 
affix 

[+ATR] 
variant 

Example Gloss 

2nd person ɪ- i- [ɪ-́rɛt́ʰ!ɛń] you (SG) wrap [the 
clothes]/you (SG) 
encourage/you (SG) prepare it 

[í-ɓol] you (SG) open it 
3rd person ɛ- e- [k-ɛ-́rɛt́ʰɛń] he wraps it 

[k-é-ɓól] he opens it 
1st person PL51  
 

(ɪ)kɪ- (i)ki- [ɪḱʰɪ-́rɛt́ʰɛń] we wrap it 
[íkí-ɓól] we open it 

Ventive IMPF -ʊ(n)52 -u(n) [kɛŕɛtʰɛń-ʊ] he encourages as he is 
coming towards [a place] 

                                            
51 These prefix segments can also be used for verbs with 2nd person subject + 1st person SG object, as well as on 
verbs with 3rd person subject + 2nd person SG object. The tones are, however, then different. 
52 Some of the suffixes are shown with a final consonant in brackets. The consonant often surfaces when the suffix is 
followed by another suffix, but is dropped elsewhere. The consonantal form may be a remnant of a historic, old form 
of the suffix.  
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[kéɓol-ú] he uncovers it 
Passive IMPF -ɪ -i [kɛrɛtʰɛń-ɪ]́ it will be wrapped 

[keɓol-í] it will be opened 
Causative, -ɪtV-53 -itV- [kɛ-́ɪt́ʰɛ-́rɛt́ʰ!ɛń] he makes sb wrap it 
class I verbs   [ké-ítʰó-ɓ!ól] he makes sb open it 
Middle PERF -ɛ -e [kɛtʰɛrɛtʰɛń-ɛ] it was wrapped 

[ketʰoɓól-e] it was opened 
Dative PERF, irreg. -ɪkɪ(n) -iki(n) [kɛ̩ɛ́n̩-ɪḱʰɪ] he ties it to [something] 

[kel-íkʰi] he tells to [somebody] 
Noun 
instrument 

SG -ɛt -et [rɛt́ʰɛń-ɛt́ʰ] belt 
[lɓol-étʰ] key 

 PL -ɛta -eta [rɛtʰɛn-ɛt́ʰa] belts 
[lɓól-étʰa] keys 

 
A subtype of [-ATR] affixes with [+ATR] allomorphs are affixes characterised by the 

vowel /a/, which pattern with morphemes of [-ATR] type. Their [+ATR] counterparts are 
characterised by the vowel /o/ and go with words using the [+ATR] set of vowels. Words 
containing /a/ as the only stem vowel take suffix allomorphs that pattern with the [-ATR] set. 
These affixes occur on verbs and nominalised verbs. Table 62 shows the allomorphs.  

 
Table 62 Allomorphs determined by ATR 
Verb modification/ 
noun type 

[-ATR] 
suffix 

[+ATR] 
variant 

Example Gloss 

Perfective -a(k)  -o(k) [kɛt́ʰɛŕ!ɛt́ʰɛń-á] (class II) he wrapped it/he 
encouraged/he prepared it  

+ tV- prefix in 
class I verbs54 

[kétʰ!óɓól-ó] (class I) he opened it 

Progressive -ɪta  -ito [kɛŕɛt́ʰɛń-ɪt́ʰa] he is wrapping it  
[kéɓól-ítʰo] he is opening it 

Imperative SG55 -a(k)  -o(k) [tʰɛŕɛt́ʰɛń-á]  Wrap (SG) it! 
+ tV- prefix in 
class I verbs 

[tʰóɓól-ó] Open (SG) it! 

Andative IMPF -aa -oo [kɛŕɛt́ʰɛń-!áá̩]̩ he will encourage as he is 
going away 

[kéɓól-!ó̩ó̩] he will open it (direction 
away from himself) 

                                            
53 The V in the -ɪtV-/itV-prefix is identical to the first root vowel of the verb, also in [ATR] value. Note that this 
prefix has a [-ATR] as well as a [+ATR] allomorph. 
54 In the tV-prefix for class I verbs, which occurs in perfectives and imperatives, the V is always identical with the 
first root vowel of the verb. 
55 Imperative PL takes the same suffixes for class II verbs as imperative SG, though not for class I verbs. 
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Andative IMPF,  
irreg. 

-aja -ojo [kɛɪ́ṕʰá-ajá] he sends him on an errand 
[kéíʃó-ojó] he gives away 

Andative IMPF, 
before suffix56 

-aɾ- -oɾ- [kɛŕɛtʰɛn-áɾ-ɪ] it will be wrapped (direction 
away from oneself) 57 

[kéɓol-óɾ-i] it will be opened (direction 
away from oneself) 58 

Andative PERF SG -aj:ɛ  -oj:e [kɛt́ʰɛrɛtʰɛn -áj:ɛ] he wrapped it (direction 
away) 

[kétʰoɓol-ój:e] he opened it (direction away) 
Andative PERF PL -aɪtyɛ -oitye [kɛt́ʰɛrɛtʰɛn-áɪt́ʰɪɛ̂]̂  they wrapped it (direction 

away) 
[kétʰoɓol-óítʰîê] they opened it (direction 

away) 
Andative 
subjunctive 

-aɪ -oi [mátʰɛrɛtʰɛn-áɪ]́ Let’s wrap it! 
[mátʰoɓol-óí] Let’s open it! 

Middle IMPF -a(ɾ) -o(ɾ) [kɛrɛt́ʰɛn-a] it is wrapped 
[keɓól-o] it is opened 

Dative IMPF -akɪ(n) -oki(n) [kɛŕɛtʰɛn-ákʰɪ] he will tie it to/for him 
[kéɓol-ókʰi] he will open it for him 

Dative PERF SG -aka(k)  -oka(k) [kɛt́ʰɛrɛtʰɛn-ákʰa]  he tied it to/for him  
[kétʰoɓol-ókʰa] he opened for him 

Dative PERF PL -akɪta  -okita [kɛt́ʰɛrɛtʰɛn-ákʰɪtʰa]  they tied it to/for him 
[kétʰoɓol-ókʰitʰa] they opened for him 

Action nominaliser -aɾɛ  -oɾe [mʊ́ɠ-áɾɛ]́  brewing 
[mpúr-óɾe] theft 

Agentive 
nominaliser 

SG -anɪ -oni [laɾɛẃ-anɪ] driver  
[laɾét-oni] helper 

PL -ak  -ok [laɾɛw-ák]  drivers  
[laɾet-ók] helpers 

Resultative 
nominaliser 

SG -ata  -oto [ás-átʰá]  action, deed  
[líkʰóɾ-ótʰó] announcement 

PL -at  -ot [as-átʰ]  actions, deeds  
[likʰoɾ-ótʰ] announcements 

Other nominaliser59 -an  -on [ɾɔkʰ-án]  blackness  
[ŋɠol-ón] strength 

                                            
56 In the examples the passive suffix has been added after the -aɾ-/-oɾ-suffix, but also other suffixes are possible, at 
least the instrumental –ie(k) and the ventive -ʊ(n)/-u(n). 
57 This word could be used e.g. to describe a baby who is tied on someone else’s back, not on the speaker’s back. 
58 This word could be used e.g. to describe a door which is opened outwards, if the speaker is inside a room. 
59 I have not been able to establish a common denominator for the nominalised verbs that take the –an/-on suffix. The 
verbs are often stative verbs, but not always, e.g. [ntʃamán] ‘love’ is derived from [aɕám] ‘to love’ and [ŋkɪɡʊ́ɾan] 
‘game’ is derived from [aɪɠʊɾán] ‘to play’. 
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Words usually carry either [+ATR] or [-ATR] vowels, but sometimes both types of vowels 

can be found in the same word. Words which are not entirely either [+ATR] or [-ATR] can 
usually be shown to pivot on the vowel /a/, with vowels to the right of /a/ being [+ATR] and 
vowels to the left of /a/ being [-ATR]. The example below illustrates this seeming 
irregularity: the addition of the inchoative [+ATR] suffix changes underlying [-ATR] vowels 
to [+ATR], working leftward until it hits /a/, at which point the iterative process is arrested, 
leaving the [-ATR] vowels to the left of  /a/ unaffected.60 
 
(53.) [kɛɪ́śamisú] 
 /k- ɛ- ɪ- samɪs -u/ 
 K 3 II stink INCHOATIVE 
 It begins to stink/ferment/rot. 
 

4.2 Nasal assimilation 
Another major phonological process is nasal assimilation. Nasal assimilation visibly operates 
over morpheme boundaries. The feminine gender prefix is a good example and will serve as 
illustration in this section. The regular case is that the feminine gender prefix is /n/, as in the 
examples in Table 63. It is possible to know whether the /n/ is part of the root, or whether it 
is the gender prefix, by testing the word with a demonstrative; if the noun looses the /n/, the 
/n/ must be a gender prefix, because a demonstrative and a gender prefix cannot co-
occur.61 If the /n/ is retained, it must be part of the noun root. 

 
Table 63 Feminine gender prefix  
Example  Gloss With demonstrative Gloss 
[náa̩p̩ʰo] /náapo/ place for prayer in a 

large kraal 
[aná áa̩p̩ʰo] this place for prayer 

[ntapʰʊkʰáɪ]́ /ntapʰʊkʰáɪ ́/ flower [aná tapʰʊkʰáɪ]́ this flower 
[ntítʰ!ó] /ntító/ girl [aná títʰ!ó] this girl 

 
The feminine gender prefix will be modified to [m] before bilabials and to [ŋ] before 

velars due to place assimilation. Phonetically it will also be more or less palatalised 
preceding /c/ and /ʄ/, depending on the degree of palatalisation of the stop. 

 

                                            
60 Wagner 1997:4. 
61 This is the case when the demonstrative acts as a modifier; it is not the case in predicate constructions. 
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Figure 7 Nasal place of articulation rule 
 
The morpheme alternation rule can be seen in the examples below. 
 

Table 64 Feminine gender prefix alternation  
Prefix Example Phonological form Gloss 
[n] [ntítʰ!ó] /ntító/ girl 
[m] [mpáláí] /npáláí/ letter 
[ŋ] [ŋkɛɾ́áɪ]́ /nkɛɾ́áɪ/́ child 
 

It is worth noting that when a nasal precedes a palatalised or a velar consonant, 
Samburu speakers still perceive the nasal as alveolar. This does of course not mean that the 
native speaker perception is phonetically correct, but for psycholinguistic reasons it 
supports the statement that the underlying form of the gender prefix is /n/. 

Other environments where the nasal assimilation rule takes effect is in the class II 
imperatives, discussed in 2.1.7.1, and environments where a prefix /ɪ/ hits the class II prefix 
/ɪ/, discussed in 5.1. 

4.3 Consonant deletion 
As the allowed consonant clusters (see discussion and examples in 2.1.7.1) are limited, 
consonants will in some environments be deleted to avoid clusters that are not allowed. The 
gender prefixes – /l-/ for masculine and /n-/ for feminine62 - are examples of how these 
principles are realised, but the consonant deletion rules operate to some degree also on 
other morphemes. 

The following pairs of words provide evidence for deletion of the feminine gender 
prefix: 

 
Table 65 Feminine gender prefix deletion 
Masculine Gloss Feminine Gloss 
[lmál!á] large calabash [mál!á] calabash 
[lmâô] human twins [mâô] a pair of spears 
[lój:ete] wisdom tooth [ój:ete]  riddle 

 
It would be difficult to explain why the feminine words in Table 65 inherently do not 

carry gender prefixes, while their masculine counterparts do so. It is more likely that the 

                                            
62 Apart from the masculine and feminine genders, there is a third gender in Samburu, the place gender. It is, 
however, rare, and does not provide any phonological challenges. It will hence not be discussed here. 
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feminine gender prefix has been deleted for phonological reasons. The feminine gender 
prefix is discussed below (4.3.2). 

In analogy with this, it is also reasonable to believe that masculine nouns lacking gender 
prefix have lost the gender prefix in a consonant deletion process, which is phonologically 
conditioned. Examples of masculine nouns lacking gender prefix are given in Table 66. Even 
when a gender prefix is missing it is possible to determine the gender of the nouns e.g. by 
adding demonstratives before them, or relative clauses after them. Nouns which take 
masculine demonstratives or relative clauses with masculine gender prefixes must be 
masculine, while feminine nouns take feminine demonstratives and relative clauses with 
feminine gender prefixes. 

 
Table 66 Masculine nouns lacking gender prefix 
Masculine Gloss With masculine 

demonstrative 
Gloss 

[sípʰ] shoulder [ɛlɛ ́sípʰ] this shoulder 
[ɾéɾéí] word [ɛlɛ ́ɾéɾéí] this word 
[lɛ̩ɛ́]̩ gentleman [ɛlɛ ́lɛ̩ɛ́]̩ this gentleman 

 
The masculine gender prefix is discussed below (4.3.1). 
Without the consonant deletion rule it would be difficult to explain why some nouns, 

masculine and feminine, carry gender prefix in their underlying forms, while other nouns do 
not carry gender prefix. The positing of such a rule explains the lacking gender prefixes.63 

4.3.1 The masculine gender prefix 
Masculine nouns whose roots start with stops, nasals and the labiovelar semivowel carry an 
overt gender prefix, while roots beginning with liquids, the fricative, and the palatal 
semivowel do not. Also masculine nouns starting with /a/, /o/, and /ɔ/ carry the gender prefix, 
though nouns starting with /i/ and /ɪ/ do not.64 The lateral gender prefix is hence deleted 
before coronal continuants, which the examples below will show. A formal description of 
this rule is as follows: 
 

+lat[ ]→∅ # +
+cor
+cont
$

%
&

'

(
)

 Figure 8 Lateral deletion rule 
 

It is possible to determine what consonant roots start with by putting a demonstrative 
before them; the demonstrative functioning as a modifier does not allow a gender prefix to 

                                            
63 Wagner 2001:27-28. Wagner also posits a zero morpheme allomorph, which takes the place of the gender prefix 
when the gender prefix is deleted. 
64 There are a few exceptions to this where words that phonologically could carry gender prefix do not carry it., e.g. 
[pʰapʰâ], ‘father’. Masculine nouns with word initial /e/, /ɛ/, /u/, and /ʊ/ are not attested. 
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also occur, so what is left must be just the root. Thus, whether /l/ on a particular noun is 
part of the root, or is the masculine gender prefix, can be determined by the “demonstrative 
test”. The items in Table 67 demonstrate that the masculine prefix /l/ occurs before roots 
that begin with non-high vowels. The items in Table 68 demonstrate that the masculine 
prefix /l/ occurs before stops, nasals, and the labiovelar semivowel, but not before liquids, 
the fricative, or palatal semivowels. 

 
Table 67 Masculine gender prefix in nouns with root init ial vowels 
Vowel Example Gloss Example with 

demonstrative 
Gloss Prefix 

/a/ [láʃê] calf [ɛlɛ ́áʃê] this calf l- 
/e/ not attested     
/ɛ/ not attested     
/i/ [ír!í] a tree [ɛlɛ ́ír!í] this tree ∅ 
/ɪ/ [ɪj́áɪ]́ porcupine [ɛlɛ ́ɪj́áɪ]́ this porcupine ∅ 
/o/ [loʃoɾó] porridge [ɛlɛ ́oʃoɾó] this porridge l- 
/ɔ/ [lɔɗɔ]́ blood [ɛlɛ ́ɔɗɔ]́ this blood l- 
/u/ not attested     
/ʊ/ not attested     

 
Table 68 Masculine gender prefix in nouns with root init ial consonants 
Conso
nant 

Example Gloss Example with 
demonstrative 

Gloss Prefix 

/p/ [lpajːán] man [ɛlɛ ́pajːán] this man l- 
/t/ [ltʊŋánɪ] person [ɛlɛ ́tʊŋánɪ] this person l- 
/c/ [ltʃoní] hide [ɛlɛ ́ʃoní] this hide l- 
/k/ [lkɛɗ́ɪ] spider [ɛlɛ ́kɛɗ́ɪ] this spider l- 
/ɓ/ [lɓaá̩]̩ gully [ɛlɛ ́ɓaá̩]̩ this gully l- 
/ɗ/ [lɗîâ] dog [ɛlɛ ́ɗîâ] this dog l- 
/ʄ/ [lʄipʰétʰ] toothpick [ɛlɛ ́ʄipʰétʰ] this toothpick l- 
/ɠ/ [lɠo̩ó̩] chest [ɛlɛ ́ɠo̩ó̩] this chest l- 
/m/ [lmʊ́ránɪ] warrior [ɛlɛ ́mʊ́ránɪ] this warrior l- 
/n/ [lniŋó] agreement [ɛlɛ ́niŋó] this agreement l- 
/ɲ/ [lɲápʰáraɪ]  name of a clan [ɛlɛ ́ɲápʰáraɪ]  this person from 

the Lnyaparrai 
clan 

l- 

/ŋ/ [lŋɛʄ́ɛṕʰ] tongue [ɛlɛ ́ŋɛʄ́ɛṕʰ] this tongue l- 
/s/ [sípʰ] shoulder [ɛlɛ ́sípʰ] this shoulder ∅ 
/l/ [lɛ̩ɛ́]̩ man, gentleman [ɛlɛ ́lɛ̩ɛ́]̩ this genteleman ∅ 
/ɾ/ [ɾéɾéí] word [ɛlɛ ́ɾéɾéí] this word ∅ 
/r/ [ri ̩á́t̩ʰá] footprint [ɛlɛ ́ri ̩á́t̩ʰá] this footprint ∅ 
/w/ not attested     
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/wː/ [lwːaó̩̩] wind [ɛlɛ ́wːaó̩̩] this wind l- 
/j/ not attested     
/j:/ [j:ɛtʰɛt́ʰ] skin rope [ɛlɛ ́j:ɛtʰɛt́ʰ]65 this skin rope ∅ 

 
The common denominator for the phonemes that do not allow the masculine gender 

prefix is that they all are coronal continuants. The fact that the masculine gender prefix /l/ 
also does not occur before high front vowels and /j/ implies that both the palatal semivowel 
and the front vowels might be considered [+coronal] in Samburu.66 Note that this rule 
applies to the gender prefix only – combinations of /l/ and front vowels are allowed if the /l/ 
is not a gender prefix. 67 

 4.3.2 The feminine gender prefix 
Feminine nouns with root initial stops carry gender prefixes68, while nouns with root initial 
nasals, liquids, fricatives, and semivowels do not, i.e., words with either initial nasals or 
initial continuants delete the feminine gender prefix.69 The deletion of the feminine gender 
prefix is described below (though it should be noted that this rule is irregularly applied on 
vowels). 

                                            
65 There seems to be a varitation as to which gender the word [j:ɛtʰɛt́ʰ] is assigned; some of my informants say it is 
masculine, others say it is feminine. I have not been able to find another word with an initial /j:/ that clearly would be 
masculine. 
66 Wagner 2001:33-34. My own analysis of the properties of /l/ differs from Wagner’s. Wagner analyses /l/ as  
[-continuant], as a [+continuant] analysis would imply that the sequence of two [+cont][+cor] segments would be 
disallowed if /l/ is the first phone, but allowed if /r/ is the first phone, as in the /rs/ cluster in e.g. [ɠársîs] ‘rich’. My 
response to his analysis is that even a [-continuant] analysis of /l/ gives rise to problems and complex rules; why 
would a cluster of [+cor][-cont] and [+cor][+cont] (e.g. */ls/) not be allowed, if [+cor][-cont] and [-cor][+cont] 
(e.g. /lw:/) and [+cor][-cont] and [+cor][-cont] (e.g. /lt/) are allowed? And why is not e.g. */td/ allowed then, which 
is clearly a [+cor][-cont] and [+cor][-cont] cluster? The rule would then be that “two sequences of [+cor][-cont] 
can occur, but only if /l/ is the first phone, two sequences which differ in both [cor] and [cont] value can occur, but 
two sequences which agree in the feature [+cor] but differ in the feature [cont] cannot occur”. However, if /l/ is 
analysed as [+continuant] we face fewer problems. Then the rule would be that “two [+cor][+cont] segments 
cannot concur, but a [+cor][+cont] segment can be combined with another segment which differs in either [cor] or 
[cont] value.” This rule is simpler and more logical as the obligatory contour principle (OCP) hypothesis (see Leben 
1973, MacCarthy 1981:383) would explain the first part of it. We also need to add that these rules apply to clusters 
involving the gender prefix only. I think that Wagner is wrong in applying rules for word medial clusters, where there 
are no morpheme boundaries, to clusters involving the gender prefix.  
67 Examples of /l/ combined with front vowels, where /l/ is part of the noun root, are [lɪṕʰ!ɔŋ́], ‘female’, and [lɛ́ɛ̩]̩, 
‘man’. 
68 There are a few exceptions to this, e.g. [tʰápʰátɛ]̂, ‘spear scabbard’. Since the word takes feminine demonstratives 
and since feminine prefixes are used on verbs introducting relative clauses modifying it, rather than masculine 
demonstratives and masculine prefixes, we know that the word is feminine in gender. 
69 Such a cluster is never allowed within morpheme boundaries either. This consonant deletion rule also applies to the 
class II verb prefix, as discussed in 2.1.7.2 and in 5.1. 
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Figure 9 Nasal deletion rule 
 
The following examples show how the rule is applied on feminine nouns with root initial 

consonants. As with the masculine gender prefix, the “demonstrative test” reveals the 
underlying form of the word. 

 
Table 69 Feminine gender prefix in nouns with root init ial consonants 
Consonant Example Gloss Example with 

demonstrative 
Gloss Prefix 

/p/ [mpárí] day [aná párí] this day [m-] 
/t/ [ntapʰʊkʰáɪ]́ flower [aná tapʰʊkʰáɪ]́ this flower [n-] 
/c/ [ntʃamán] love [aná ʃamán] this love [n-] 
/k/ [ŋkʊ́tʰʊkʰ] mouth [aná kʊ́tʰʊkʰ] this mouth [ŋ-] 
/ɓ/ [mɓɛńɛ]́ bag [aná ɓɛńɛ]́ this bag [m-] 
/ɗ/ [nɗâpʰ] palm [aná ɗâpʰ] this palm [n-] 
/ʄ/ [nʄɪɾɪ]́ giant rat [aná ʄɪɾɪ]́ this giant rat [n-] 
/ɠ/ [ŋɠolón] strength [aná ɠolón] this strength [ŋ-] 
/m/ [mála] calabash [aná mála] this calabash ∅ 
/n/ [naɾɔɕʊ́nɪ] waterbuck [aná naɾɔɕʊ́nɪ] this waterbuck ∅ 
/ɲ/ [ɲamáli] problem [aná ɲamáli] this problem ∅ 
/ŋ/ [ŋamúnotʰo] encounter [aná ŋamúnotʰo] this encounter ∅ 

/s/ [séɾé] river [aná séɾé] this river ∅ 
/l/ [lɪṕʰ!ɔŋ́] female [aná lɪṕʰ!ɔŋ́] this female ∅ 
/ɾ/ [ɾɪʃ́!átʰá] gap [aná ɾɪʃ́!átʰá] this gap ∅ 
/r/ [rʊ́átʰ] sleeping area [aná rʊ́átʰ] this sleeping area ∅ 
/w/ [wótʰó] dripping [aná wótʰó] this dripping ∅ 
/wː/ [wːátʰá] thorn fence [aná wːátʰá] this thorn fence ∅ 
/j/ not attested     
/j:/ [jːejːô] mother [aná jːejːô] this mother ∅ 

 
Feminine nouns starting with /a/, /o/, /ɔ/, and /ɪ/ sometimes carry a gender prefix, though 

not in the form /n-/, but in the form /nk-/. An exception is found in nouns starting with /a/, 
that sometimes carry /n-/ as the gender prefix, as the examples below show. Again it is 
possible to know when an /n/ is the feminine gender prefix and when it is the initial 
consonant of a feminine noun root by doing the “demonstrative test”, i.e. by adding a 
demonstrative before the noun to see if the [n] is deleted or not. 
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Table 70 Feminine gender prefix in nouns with root init ial vowels 
Vowel Example Gloss Example with 

demonstrative 
Gloss Prefix 

/a/ [áŋ!átʰá] treeless plain [aná áŋ!átʰá] this treeless plain ∅ 
 [namʊ́kʰɛ] shoe [aná amʊ́kʰɛ] this shoe [n-] 
 [ŋkaʄí] house [aná aʄí] this house [ŋk-] 
/e/ not attested     
/ɛ/ [ɛnɛt́ʰ] knot [aná ɛnɛt́ʰ] this knot ∅ 
/i/ [ínótʰ!ó] birth [aná ínótʰ!ó] this birth ∅ 
/ɪ/ [ɪŕan] anxiety, concern [aná ɪŕan] this concern ∅ 
/o/ [oɾétʰ] broom [aná oɾétʰ] this broom ∅ 

 [ŋkóítʰéí] path, way [aná óítʰéí] this way [ŋk-] 
/ɔ/ [ŋkɔʃ́ɛkʰɛ] stomach [aná ɔʃ́ɛkʰɛ] this stomach [ŋk-] 
/u/ [úɗótʰó] hole [aná úɗótʰó] this hole ∅ 
/ʊ/ not attested     
 

Wagner 2001 attempts to understand the occurrence of the /nk-/ before vowels. First he 
states that the occurrence of /nk-/ (and /n-/) before vowels is irregular. Insertion of the /k-/ 
could be a strategy used by the language to maintain faithfulness to the pronunciation of 
the gender prefix – simply an /n-/ would not distinguish the gender prefix from root initial 
nasals, but the insertion of the /k/ would clarify the function of the /n-/. The /k/ would then 
be chosen because it shares place features with the following vowel. A formal rule for 
Wagner’s k-insertion process would look like this: 
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Figure 10 k-insertion rule 
 
He is not able to explain why the /nk-/ allomorph never occurs before /u/ or /ʊ/, but 

mentions that non-high back vowels form a natural class in Samburu for other phonological 
processes (he does, however, not give any examples of those “other processes”). But if 
Wagner is right, there is a possible explanation to the deletion of the gender prefix before 
front vowels, as deletion would be a sensible way of eliminating unpronounceable elements. 
By unpronounceable elements, I understand elements whose pronunciation would not 
clearly reveal the function of the element in question: i.e., an /n-/ before e.g. [ɪŕan] would 
give the phonetic output *[nɪŕan], and it would be unclear whether /n-/ is part of the noun 
root or if it is a gender prefix, so the language deletes the /n-/ to eliminate that ambiguity. 
Note, however, that /n/ can occur with front vowels if /n/ is not a gender prefix - the rule of 
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thumb would hence be that whenever an /n-/ is present before a front vowel, it is part of the 
noun root, as it otherwise would be deleted. 70 

This theory does not, however, shed any light on why the feminine gender prefix is 
deleted before [+continuant] consonants. Perhaps the easiest explanation simply is that the 
allowed consonant clusters must consist of two [-continuant] segments, though not two 
[+nasal] segments, while nouns with root initial vowels are subject to irregularities.  

Also, this theory raises the question why there is no similar process that deletes 
“unpronounceable” masculine gender prefixes. 

4.4 Backing vowel harmony 
A backing vowel harmony rule sometimes governs the assimilation of vowels on the 
phonetic level and causes a front vowel to be backed due to the influence of a back vowel. 
This rule is operative over a word including any proclitic (genitive particle, tɛ/te).71  
 

[ ] [ ]back
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CCbackV
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Figure 11 Backing vowel harmony rule 
 
The rule applies in some words, while not in others, even though they share the same 

environment. 
 

Table 71 Backing vowel harmony  
UR, slow speech Fast speech English 
[síŋkólio] [súŋkólio] song 
[ŋkɪɠʊ́ɾan] [ŋkʊɠʊ́ɾan] game 
[ltʃekʰûtʰ] [ltʃokʰûtʰ] shepherd 
[lmɛɔ̩l̩ɪ]́ [lmɔɔ̩l̩ɪ]́ an age-set 
[tʰɛ ŋkâŋ] [tʰa ŋkâŋ] at home 
 

In verbs, the backing vowel harmony rule often operates on inflectional affixes. The 3rd  
person subject prefix thus has allomorphs, whose variants are governed by the first vowel of 
the verb root. Likewise, the progressive suffix -ɪtʰa/-itʰo also has allomorphs. 

 
(54.) [kóɠ!ól] 
 /k-  ɛ- ɠol/ 
 K  3 difficult 
 It is difficult (/strong/expensive). 

 
                                            

70 Wagner 2001:31-32. An example of the combination of /n/ and a front vowel, where /n/ is part of the root of the 
word, is [negúm] ‘valley’. Wagner 2001:30. 
71 Wagner 2001:50. 
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(55.) [kótʰuɾútʰo] 
 /k-  ɛ- tuɾ -ito/ 
 K  3 dig PROG 
 He is digging [it]. 
 

The class I prefixes for perfective and imperative, tV-, and the causative prefix ɪtV-/itV 
also display vowel harmony, though not a backing harmony. The V in the prefix is identical 
to the first root vowel, and thus harmonises in height, backness, rounding and [ATR] value. 
 
(56.) [kɛt́ʰɛŕ!ɛt́ʰɛńá] 
 /k-  ɛ- tV- rɛtɛn -a/ 
 K-  3- PERF- tie -PERF 
 He tied it. 
 
(57.) [kétʰ!óɓóló] 
 /k-  ɛ- tV- ɓol -o/ 
 K-  3- PERF- open -PERF 
 He opened it. 
  
(58.) [tʰɛŕɛt́ʰɛńá] 
 / tV-  rɛtɛn -a/ 
 IMP- tie -IMP 
 Tie (SG) it! 
  
(59.) [tʰóɓóló] 
 / tV-  ɓol -o/ 
 IMP- open -IMP 
 Open (SG) it! 
  
(60.) [kɛɪ́t́ʰɛŕɛt́ʰ!ɛń] 
 /k-  ɛ- ɪtV- rɛtɛn/  
 K-  3- CAUS- tie  
 He makes somebody tie it. 
 
(61.) [kéítʰóɓ!ól] 
 /k-  ɛ- ɪtV- ɓol/  
 K-  3- CAUS- tie  
 He makes somebody open it. 
 

4.5 Palatalisation 
A palatalisation process sometimes occurs after V [+high –back] C [+cor] where another V 
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[+high] [-back] is inserted.72 This appears to be a dialectal variation, as some native 
Samburu speakers seem to be more prone to palatalisation than others. As this insertion 
can be explained by phonological rules the assumption is that the unpalatalised form is 
underlying. 
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Figure 12 Palatalisation rule 
 

Some examples of words undergoing the palatalisation process include: 
 

Table 72 Palatalisation  
[ŋkóítʰi!éí] /nkóít!éí/ path, way 
[lɓóítʰi!éí] /lɓóít!éí/ companion on a journey 
[ŋkáŋítʰie] /nkáŋíte/ homes, settlements 
  

5 Morpheme alternation 
Apart from the phonological processes described above, there are a number of other 
processes that affect morphophonology, or other types of morpheme alternation. Some of 
these are described in this section. 

5.1 The class II verb prefix 
The class II prefix /ɪ-/ is attached immediately before the verb root and is obligatory for all 
class II verbs. 73 Some examples include: 

 
Table 73 Class II verbs 
Verb Gloss 
[aikʰén]  to close  
[aitʰúkʰ]  to wash  
[aɪʃɔ]́ to give 
[aɪɗɪṕʰ] to complete 

 
The class II prefix will, however, undergo changes in some environments. The first thing 

to notice is that when another /ɪ-/ hits it, it will be transformed to an /n-/ (realised as [m-] 
before bilabials and as [ŋ-] before velars, compare Figure 7). This is what happens when the 

                                            
72 Wagner 1997:5. 
73 This could be discussed. Whether for example [akʰʊ́ɛt́ʰ] ‘to run’ belongs to class I or to class II may be a matter of 
definition. It lacks characteristic ɪ, which would place it with the class I verbs, but it patterns with class II verbs when 
it comes to e.g. perfective forms.  
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2nd person subject prefixes or the 1st person plural subject prefix, or 3rd person subject and 
2nd person object (below 3S2O) prefix/2nd person subject and 1 person object (below 2S1O) 
prefix – all of which end in a high front vowel – occur on class II verbs. 

 
Table 74 Class II prefix alternation 
Verb Gloss Pronoun prefix Class II prefix 
[káɪʃ́!ɔ]́ I give (k)a- 1 SG /ɪ/ 
[ɪńtʃ!ɔ]́ you (SG) give ɪ- 2  /n/ 
[kɛɪ́ʃ́!ɔ]́ he gives (k)ɛ- 3 /ɪ/ 
[ɪḱʰɪńtʃɔ] we give ɪkʰɪ- 1 PL /n/ 
[ɪńtʃɔʃ́!ɔ]́ you (PL) give ɪ- 2 /n/ 
[kɛɪ́ʃ́ɔ] they give (k)ɛ- 3 /ɪ/ 
[ɪḱʰɪńtʃɔ]́ he gives you/you 

give me 
ɪkʰɪ- 3S2O/ 

2S1O 
/n/ 

 
This alternation can be described by the following formal rule: 
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Figure 13 Class II prefix alternation rule 
 
There is, however, another rule that intervenes with the rule in Figure 13 and which 

hinders the surfacing of the /n-/ prefix in some environments, i.e., the nasal deletion rule 
described above (see Figure 9). The nasal deletion rule says that morpheme final nasals are 
deleted before continuant consonants, other nasals, and often before vowels. A combination 
of these rules will give rise to verbs where the class II prefix is dropped altogether before 
continuant consonants and nasals.74 

 
Table 75 Class II prefix alternation 
Verb Gloss Pronoun prefix Class II prefix 
[káɪś!ɪś] I praise (k)a- 1 SG /ɪ/ 
[ɪś!ɪś] you (SG) praise ɪ- 2 /∅/ 
[kɛɪ́ś!ɪś] he praises (k)ɛ- 3 /ɪ/ 
[ɪḱʰɪśɪs] we praise ɪkʰɪ- 1 PL /∅/ 
[ɪśɪśɪś!ɪś] you (PL) praise ɪ- 2 /∅/ 
[kɛɪ́śɪs] they praise (k)ɛ- 3 /ɪ/ 
[ɪḱʰɪśɪś] he praises you/ 

you praise me 
ɪkʰɪ- 3S2O/ 

2S1O 
/∅/ 

                                            
74 Rasmussen 2002:40-42. 
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Rule ordering is necessary as the relationship between the rules is counter-feeding. The 

following derivations show that the class II prefix alternation rule must be ordered before 
the nasal deletion rule. The example word is the 2nd person singular imperfective form of 
[aɪsɪś] ‘to praise’, the underlying representation  being /ɪɪsɪs/. 
 
Table 76 Class II prefix rule ordering 
Rule Derivation Rule Derivation 
 /ɪɪsɪs/  /ɪɪsɪs/ 
nasal deletion ɪɪsɪs prefix alternation ɪnsɪs 
prefix alternation ɪnsɪs nasal deletion ɪsɪs 
 *[ɪnsɪs]  [ɪsɪs] 
 

The class II prefix /ɪ/ is altered to /n/ before stops also in the imperative forms. 
 

Table 77 Word init ial class II prefix alternation 
Verb Gloss Imperative, SG Imperative, PL Gloss 
[aɪpʰáɾ] to ask [mpaɾá] [ɛḿpaɾá] Ask (sb)ǃ 
[aitʰúkʰ] to wash [ntukʰó] [éntukʰó] Wash (it)ǃ 
[aiʃó] to give [ntʃó̩ó̩] [éntʃo̩o̩] Give (it)ǃ 
[aikʰen] to close [ŋkenó] [éŋkenó] Close (it)ǃ 
[aɪɓʊ́ŋ] to catch [mɓʊŋá] [ɛḿɓʊŋá] Catch (it)ǃ 
[aɪɗɪṕʰ] to finish [nɗɪpʰá] [ɛńɗɪpʰá] Finish (it)ǃ 
[aɪʄɪpʰaá̩]̩ to follow [nʄɪpʰáɪ]́ [ɛńʄɪpʰáɪ]́ Follow (it)ǃ 
[aɪɠɪĺ] to repeat [ŋɠɪlá] [ɛŋ́ɠɪlá] Repeat (it)ǃ 

 
There is no overt prefix alternation before other phonemes than stops in the imperative 

forms. Instead the class II prefix is dropped according to the same rule ordering as above. 
 

Table 78 Word init ial class II prefix deletion 
Verb Gloss Imperative, SG Imperative, PL Gloss 
[aɪsɪś] to praise [sɪś!á] [ɛśɪsá] Praise (him)ǃ 

 

5.2 The masculine plural relative markers 
The masculine plural relative marker has several allomorphs, as can be seen in the following 
examples: 

 
Table 79 Masculine plural relative marker allomorph 
Verb Gloss MASC PL REL Gloss Prefix 
[aɗúŋ] to cut [ó̩ó̩ɗuŋ] [they] who cut ɔɔ- 
[aŋɪɗá] to be happy [ɔ̩ɔ̩́ŋ́ɪɗa] [they] who are happy ɔɔ- 
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[aʃám] to love [ɔ̩áa̩ʃ̩ám] ∼ [ɔ̩ɔ̩́ʃ́am] [they] who love ɔaa- ∼ ɔɔ- 
[apʰarú] to remember [o̩áá̩p̩ʰárú] ∼ [ó̩ó̩pʰaru] [they] who remember ɔaa- ∼ ɔɔ- 

 
The ɔaa-variety is the preferred, yet optional, choice for use in verbs with /a/ as the first 

stem vowel. Many verb stems starting with /a/ will, however, not follow this pattern, but form 
a tonal minimal pair with the masculine singular relative construction, as seen below. There 
is also a contrast in number of moras between the singular and the plural forms. 75 

 
Table 80 Masculine singular and plural relative tonal minimal pairs allomorph 
Verb Gloss MASC SG REL Gloss MASC PL REL  Gloss 
[aá̩ɾ̩] to kill [ɔá̩ɾ̩] [he] who kills  [ɔá̩â̩ɾ̩] [they] who kill 
[aá̩s̩] to do [ɔá̩s̩] [he] who does [ɔá̩â̩s̩] [they] who do 
 

6 Stress rules 
Stress is not contrastive in Samburu. There are two simple rules for stress assignment, that 
involve a combination of tone pattern and position of the syllable in the word. As stress and 
tone interact it is important to listen to the tone pattern of a word if one wants to determine 
where the stress falls. The stress placement rules operate in phonological words, which 
include any proclitic (genitive particle, te/tɛ, ɛɪtʊ́).76  

Stress is phonetically realised in Samburu by extra pitch height, and in some instances 
by extra duration on a syllable. 

High tone attracts stress. This means that if a word has only one high tone, that syllable 
will be stressed, and stress is then realised as extra pitch height. Note the mark [ 4 ], which 
indicates stress. 
 
Table 81 High tone attracts stress 
[ntʃa!mán] love 

[la!láʃe] brother 
[4ltʃóɓi] stingless bee 
 

If a word has several high tones, a change in pitch alone cannot help us in stress 
assignment. The pitch level will be the same for all high tones, assuming that other factors 
like downdrift or downstep do not apply. In these cases extra duration plays an important 
role and helps us determine stress placement. 

The first stress rule say that the last high tone will be stressed in the following 
environments: 

                                            
75 This is the case also for verb with stems starting with /o/ or /ɔ/. E.g. the verb ‘to hit’, [aó̩ ̩ɕ], is [ó ̩ô ̩ɕ] in its masculine 
singular relative form and [o ̩ó ̩o ̩ɕ] in its masculine plural relative form. 
76 Wagner 1997:7. 
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a) If a word has only high tones, the last syllable will be stressed.77 Stress is then 

realised as longer duration. The data in Table 82 confirms this rule. 
 
Table 82 Stress in words with only high tones 
[lákʰɪ4́ɾá] star 
[ɓá4tʰá] to the side 

[ɓíjó!tʰó] healthy 
 

b) If there is a series of high tones followed by one or several low tones, the last high 
tone is stressed.  
 
Table 83 Stress in words where several high tones are followed by several low tones 
[nɗá!ɗápʰoi] large flat rock 
[ŋkáɪ4́ɓártani] female initiate, bride 

 
c) If a low tone intervenes between two high tones, the second high tone is stressed. 

 
Table 84 Stress in words where a low tone intervenes between two high tones 
[káa̩i̩tʰu4kʰókʰi] He will wash for me. 
[kɛŕɛ4tʰɛńʊ] he encourages as he is coming towards [a place] 
[kétʰoɓo4lókʰa] he opened for him 
 

d) If there is a falling tone, it is the stressed syllable. Note that if the falling tone is 
interpreted as a high tone and a low tone fused into a single mora – the interpretation I 
follow – this stress assignment is consistent with the rule that says that the last high tone 
syllable is stressed.78 
 
Table 85 Stress in words with fall ing tone 
[lá!ʃê] calf 
[ltʃe4kʰûtʰ] shepherd 
 

The second stress rule says that if a word starts with one or several low tones, and is 
followed by several high tones, the first high tone will be stressed. This suggests that it is 

                                            
77 In the stress analysis I have done, I come to different conclusions than Wagner 1997:7-8 (who in turn has borrowed 
his stress rules from Heine 1980:103-104). I have confirmed my stress rules by auditory impression, combined with 
measurements made in recorded sound files.  
78 The equivalence of these rules, taken together with the psycholinguistic evidence from mother tongue speakers who 
often prefer to write falling tones in verbs as involving double vowel letters, lends weight to an analysis of the falling 
tone as being historically the fusion of a high tone and a low tone. The limited distribution of this tone (word final 
syllables only) is further evidence if its unique status. Wagner 1997:7. 
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the contour – the shift between low and high tone – that causes some syllables to be 
accented, not the sequential order of high tones per se. 

In the examples below, measurements have shown that the duration of syllables do not 
play a role in stress assignment – the duration is about the same for each syllable in the 
same word – but that the first high tone phonetically comes out with a slightly higher pitch 
than the other high tones. 
 
Table 86 Stress in words where one or several low tones are followed by several high tones  
[li4kʰóɾótʰó] announcing 
[ŋkaɪ4ráʊ́ráʊ́] leather wrist bracelet 
 

Heavy syllables do not play a role in stress assignment – neither closed syllables nor 
syllables with a complex nucleus attract stress per se. It is still the tone pattern, not the 
syllable weight, that determines stress assignment. 

 
Table 87 Stress in words with heavy syllables 
[4sʊ́pʰatʰ] good 

[4sʊ́maɕ] hunger 
[nɪn4tʃɛ]́ they 
[aɓaa̩4̩já] to open the chest of a slaughtered animal 
[pʰɔɔ̩4̩kʰɪ]́ every, all 
[aa̩4̩pʰú] to become pregnant 
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